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1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Background on Geographic Segment Disclosures 
Prior to the 1960's most business combinations involved firms acquiring other 
firms which operated in the same industry and geographic area. As a result, investors 
needed such firms to provide consolidated statements as if the firm were operating as 
one unit with one or more divisions. The Committee on Accounting Procedure of the 
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants (AICPA) stated in Accounting 
Research Bulletin No. 43: "There is presumption that consolidated statements are 
more meaningful than separate statements" (AICPA, 1953, p.111). 
Business combinations began to extend to different industries and geographic 
areas in the early to mid 1960's (Pacter, 1993). Geographic dispersion was aided by 
improved transportation and communication technology. With increased 
diversification, · however, investors now needed information about the different 
segments of the firm since risks and growth opportunities likely varied across 
segments. Consequently, investors began to pressure standard setters to require firms 
to disclose operations on a disaggregated basis. Manuel Cohen, former Chairman of 
the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC), pointed out that: 
It is no longer enough for the investing public to know the overall 
results in consolidated form. If investors are to make meaningful 
decisions, they must also know the respective contributions of the 
various categories to the consolidated income figures (McKinneley, 
1970, p. 204). 
Segment disclosures were first required by the SEC in 1969. 1 In 1976 the 
1 
· The SEC required firms operating in more than one industry to report sales and 
profits by industry segment. 
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Financial Accounting Standards Board (F ASB) issued Statement of Financial 
Accounting Standards No. 14 (SFAS 14), which requires, among other things, that 
firms disclose revenues, identifiable assets, and profits by industry and by geographic 
area. 
The financial community has criticized current disclosures of geographic 
segment information because many of the characteristics which make accounting 
information useful for decision making are absent from such disclosures. Many 
complain that the general materiality guidelines of SF AS 14 concerning the definition 
of a geographic segment have resulted in highly aggregated segments which provide 
little decision relevant information. Others complain that geographic segment 
disclosures are not useful because of the lack of comparability and consistency in 
segment definition both across firms and over time for the same firm, because of the 
lack of timeliness in reporting (i.e., no interim reporting requirements), and because 
of failure to group foreign operations according to similar risk and return 
characteristics. Other criticisms· include the lack of neutrality and reliability in 
reporting geographic segment earnings because of management manipulation through 
transfer pricing policies, common cost allocations, and intra-group transfers. As a 
result, geographic segment disclosures may provide little, if any, decision useful 
information beyond that provided by consolidated statements.2 
The inadequacy of current segment disclosure practices for market participants 
2 See Pacter (1993, Ch. 4) for a thorough discussion of the alleged shortcomings 
of current segment reporting practices. 
2 
is commented on in a position paper on corporate financial reporting published by the 
Association for Investment Management Research (AIMR, 1992, p.39). 3 
Most analysts have found the provisions of 1976's Statement of 
Financial Accounting Standards No. 14, Financial Reponing for 
Segments of a Business Entaprise, helpful but inadequate. 
In this position paper, current segment reporting practices are listed as the most 
repeated shortcoming of financial reporting and disclosure by U.S. companies. 
In 1991, the AICPA organized a Special Committee on Financial Reporting to · 
investigate the information needs of investors and creditors. The findings of the 
Committee reveal that investors highly value segment information, however, current 
disclosure practices generally do not provide adequate information for assessing a 
firm's future cash flows (AICPA, 1994). Thus, the usefulness of segment data, as 
currently reported, is in question. 
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Next, the research 
questions and contributions of the dissertation are discussed. Section 2 reviews the 
literature related to the usefulness of geographic segment disclosures. Section 3 
provides a theoretical discussion of the research questions. Section 4 details the 
research design and states the hypotheses to be tested. Section 5 discusses the data 
and sample selection criteria. Section 6 describes the results. Section 7 summ~zes 
and provides implications of the results. Section 8 addresses limitations and section 9 
discusses avenues for future research. 
3 The AIMR represents over 23,000 professional financial analysts worldwide. 
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1.2 Research Questions 
This dissertation examines the usefulness of geographic segment earnings 
disclosures by addressing two questions. The first research question is: Are current 
geographic segment earnings disclosures used by market participants to value 
securities? This question is addressed by observing whether the market differentially 
values firms' geographic segment earnings. Since earnings relate to cash flows and 
cash flows (adjusted for risk) relate to firm value, one would expect the market to 
value geographic segment earnings differently if risks and/ or the persistence of 
earnings vary across geographic areas. There is ample evidence that risks vary 
significantly across geographic areas. Indeed, exchange rate risk, political risk (e.g., 
expropriation or unfavorable regulation), economic risk (e.g., inflation), monetary risk 
(e.g., dividend remittance restrictions), and competitive risk vary significantly around 
the world and affect the stability of firms' future earnings streams (Daniels and 
Radebaugh, 1986, Ch. 16). If the market fails to value the earnings of geographic 
segments differently, then disclosures of geographic segment earnings currently 
provided by multinational firms contain no information beyond that provided by 
disclosure of consolidated earnings, and current disclosures of geographic segment 
earnings are therefore not used in terms of security valuation. 4 
The second research question is: Do earnings disclosed by geographic segment 
provide relevant accounting data for assessing the beta (i.e., systematic risk or market 
4 Financial statement users other than market participants may find geographic 
segment disclosures useful (e.g., bankers assessing the probability of bankruptcy). 
This alternative issue is not addressed in this dissertation. 
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risk) and risk-adjusted stock returns of multinational firms' securities? This question 
is addressed by relating accounting measures of beta and risk-adjusted returns, 
generated using firms' geographic segment earnings as disclosed in the financial 
statements, to securities' betas and risk-adjusted stock returns. Geographic segment 
earnings disclosures are considered useful to· market participants if the accounting 
measures of beta and risk-adjusted return are positively related to the stock return 
measures of beta and risk-adjusted return. Failure to find a positive relationship 
would suggest that geographic segment earnings disclosures, as currently provided by 
multinational firms, are not useful. This, however, would not imply that investors 
have no other means of distinguishing between the risk and risk-adjusted returns of 
firms' securities, only that extant disclosures of geographic segment earnings are not 
useful for these purposes. 
For the purpose of this dissertation, the term "useful" implies a different 
meaning than the term "used." The first objective of the dissertation addresses 
whether disclosures of geographic segment earnings are actually used to value 
securities. The second objective investigates whether such disclosures are potentially 
useful to market participants for assessing the beta and risk-adjusted returns of 
multinational firms' securities. The methodology of this dissertation cannot ~erify 
whether market participants actually use such disclosures to identify beta and risk-
adjusted returns. However, the aim of the two objectives is the same. Since use is a 
sufficient condition for usefulness, finding 'illat disclosures of geographic segment 
earnings are used to value securities necessarily implies that such disclosures are 
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useful. Similarly, usefulness is a necessary condition for use. Finding that 
disclosures of geographic segment earnings are useful in assessing beta and risk-
adjusted returns indicates that such disclosures can be used by rational decision makers 
to make investment, credit, and similar decisions. Thus, while the first objective 
addresses actual use and the second objective addresses potential usefulness, the two 
objective are consistent in that both address the adequacy of financial disclosures to 
provide information to financial statement users for the purpose of making decisions. 
1. 3 Contributions 
The increase in foreign operations has made information about geographic 
segments one of the most important sources of information for evaluating 
multinational firms. The AIMR describes the importance of segment information as 
follows: 
It (segment reporting) is more than necessary. It is vital, essential, 
fundamental, indispensable, and integral to the investment analysis process 
(AIMR, 1992, p.39). 
Recently, there has been increased interest by standard setting bodies in the 
U.S. regarding the adequacy of segment disclosures. The FASB recently completed 
and published a Research Report (Pacter, 1993), which represents the first step in a 
FASB project to reexamine existing standards for reporting disaggregated information. 
The FASB also issued an Invitation to Comment, (FASB, 1993). In addition, the 
adequacy of current segment disclosures was one of the major topics investigated by 
the Special Committee on Financial Reporting of the AICPA. In line with the FASB 
6 
and AICPA investigations, this dissertation seeks directly to answer whether 
disclosures of geographic segment earnings now provided by multinational firms are 
being used by the market to value securities. Failure to find empirical evidence of the 
use or potential usefulness of geographic segment earnings disclosures to value 
securities would suggest to such standard-setting bodies that either geographic segment 
information is inherently noninformative ( and therefore geographic segment disclosure 
requirements are not necessary) or the current disclosure practices are inadequate. 
The former is highly unlikely. 
For the same reasons as above, the results of this dissertation may also be of 
.interest to many standard-setting bodies outside the U.S. that have issued segment 
reporting requirements and recommendations (e.g., Accounting Standards Board in 
Canada, International Accounting Standards Committee, European Union, 
Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development, United Nations, 
International Organization of Securities Commissions, and several others). In 
addition, the methods used in this dissertation may be of interest to accounting 
researchers. The methods aim to strengthen the statistical relationship between 
earnings and returns by adjusting for the noise and lack of timeliness in earnings. 
Such methodological improvements could be used to provide useful evidence for many 
empirical issues investigating the differences in the components of earnings (e.g., line 
of business earnings, accruals vs. cash flows data, etc.). 
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2. RELATED LITERATURE 
The amount of previous research directly related to the use or potential 
usefulness of geographic segment disclosures is relatively scarce. This section outlines 
the findings of previous studies and illustrates how the previous studies have not 
clearly answered the fundamental question: Do disclosures of geographic segment 
earnings provide information useful for decision making? The review of the 
geographic segment disclosure literature below is divided into three sections: 1) 
prediction model studies, 2) risk assessment studies, and 3) stock market return 
studies. 
2.1 Prediction Model Studies 
Roberts ( 1989) compares the ability of models constructed using geographic 
segment sales and earnings versus models constructed using consolidated sales and 
earnings to predict consolidated earnings. The study includes 78 U.K.-based 
companies from 1981 to 1983. Roberts finds that the geographic segment sales and 
earnings models provide more accurate predictions of consolidated earnings than do 
consolidated models. However, the ability of geographic segment earnings to predict 
earnings is not significantly better than the ability of geographic segment sal~s to 
predict earnings. Roberts concludes, "for forecasting purposes, there is no additional 
benefit in having segment earnings data as well as segment sales data" (p. 147.). 
Roberts attributes the inability of geographic segment earnings to outperform 
geographic segment sales to arbitrary common cost allocations and manipulation of 
8 
geographic segment earnings through transfer pricing. 
Examining 89 U.S. -based multinational companies for the period 1979 to 
1985, Balakrishnan, Harris, and Sen (1990) examine whether the use of geographic 
segment sales and earnings provide more accurate predictions of future consolidated 
sales and earnings, respectively, than do consolidated data. They demonstrate that 
geographic data provide better predictions only when exchange rate changes and 
growth rates are known with perfect foresight. When exchange rate changes and 
growth rates are forecasted, geographic segment data do not outperform consolidated 
data. Balakrishnan, Harris, and Sen attribute the modest results to the lack of detailed 
geographic segment disclosures (i.e., insufficient disaggregation) which reduces the 
ability to accurately predict certain country-specific macroeconomic variables. 
Ahadiat (1993) employs Box-Jenkins time series models to predict a firm's 
earnings using consolidated versus geographic segment earnings over a 19-year period. 
The results indicate that geographic segment earnings provide more accurate 
predictions of consolidated earnings than do consolidated earnings. Ahadiat finds that 
the prediction of earnings only slightly improves as the level of disaggregation 
increases. 
In summary, studies using prediction models to assess the usefulne~s of 
geographic segment data do not demonstrate · convincingly the superiority of 
geographic segment data over consolidated data alone. In addition, geographic 
segment earnings provide little or no incremental predictive power over geographic 
segment sales for predicting consolidated earnings. This implies that the current 
9 
disclosures of geographic segment earnings may be of limited use for predicting 
earnings. 
2.2 Risk Assessment Studies 
Prodhan (1986) and Prodhan and Harris (1989) using U.K. and U.S. firms, 
respectively, examine the relationship between systematic risk and firms' initial 
disclosures of geographic segment data in 1977. A control group consisting of firms 
that voluntarily provided geographic segment data prior to 1977 and a treatment group 
consisting of firms that initially disclosed geographic segment data in 1977 are 
9ompared. Both studies find significantly higher betas for the treatment group than 
for the control group prior to 1977, but after 1977, no significant difference in betas 
remains. The authors conclude that geographic segment disclosures appear to reduce 
uncertainty and lower firms' cost of capital. 
Doupnik and Rolfe ( 1990) conduct an experiment to determine whether greater 
disaggregation of geographic segment data affects the assessment of risk. Financial 
analysts are given hypothetical data about a multinational firm and asked to assess its 
investment risk. The data differ as to 1) the degree of disaggregation, 2) the relative 
involvement of the firm in the various geographic areas, and 3) the degrt?e of 
specificity with which each geographic area is described. Doupnik and Rolfe find 
(1990) that there is an association between geographic segment disclosures and risk. 
However, they demonstrate that greater disaggregation does not necessarily result in 
less risk. In the cases where disaggregation reveals relatively high involvement in a 
10 
risky geographic area (e.g., the Middle East), investment risk increases. 
In summary, the risk assessment studies reveal that geographic segment 
disclosures influence users' perceptions of risk level. In most cases, greater 
disaggregation can result in less perceived risk. 
2.3 Stock Market Return Studies 
Senteney and Bazaz ( 1992) evaluate whether the mandated disclosure of 
geographic sales and earnings data improves the market's ability to forecast 
consolidated earnings. The market's ability to forecast consolidated earnings is 
measured as the association between market model abnormal returns and the change in 
earnings. As the market's ability to forecast earnings improves, then the association 
between abnormal returns and the change in earnings should decrease since the market 
is not as "surprised" when earnings are announced. Senteney and Bazaz (1992) find 
that the association between abnormal return and the change in _earnings decreases 
after implementation of SFAS 14. This suggests that the market is able to make more 
accurate predictions of future consolidated earnings by using geographic segment data. 
The studies mentioned thus far investigate the potential usefulness of 
geographic segment disclosures. Standard setters should aim to establish standards 
which are not only potentially useful but which are actually used. The only study to 
examine the actual use of geographic segment disclosures is Boatsman, Behn, and Patz 
(1993). Boatsman, Behn and Patz (1993) test for differential valuing of firms' 
geographic segment earnings by noting the security market reaction to unexpected 
11 
geographic earnings using a 16-day window surrounding the release of the annual 
report. Cumulative abnormal security returns are used to measure the market's 
reaction to unexpected foreign earnings which are based on a random walk model 
adjusted for exchange rate effects. 
Boatsman, Behn, and Patz (1993) find that geographic segment disclosures are 
useful when unexpected geographic segment earnings are large. In general, however, 
they find that the market does not value geographic segment earnings differently, 
which indicates that current disclosures of geographic segment earnings may be of 
limited use for security valuation. Either the market does not view geographic 
segment information as value relevant or the current mode of disclosure limits the 
ability of the market to infer information that is relevant for firm valuation. As 
discussed previously in section 1.2, the former is not likely. 
Overall, the geographic segment disclosure literature provides modest evidence 
supporting the potential usefulness of earnings disclosed by geographic segment. The 
only study (Boatsman, Behn, and Patz, 1993) to examine the actual use of geographic 
segment earnings finds little support that such disclosures are used. The first purpose 
of this dissertation is to investigate whether geographic segment earnings are used to 
value securities. The work of Boatsman, Behn, and Patz (1993) is extended by _more 
precisely measuring the relationship between security prices and geographic segment 
earnings. These improvements will be discussed in section 4.1. 
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3. THEORETICAL SUPPORT 
3. I Geographic Segment Earnings and Security Valuation 
The first research question addresses whether disclosures of geographic 
segment earnings are used to value securities. This section develops the relationship 
between security prices and geographic segment earnings and shows that the earnings 
of geographic segments which have more risk should be valued less by the market. 
Under certain assumptions, the multi-period Capital Asset Pricing Model 
(CAPM) shows· firm value to be equal to the present value of expected future cash 
flows (see Watts and Zimmerman, 1986; Ch. 2): 
(1) 
where, Pi,o = value of firm i in the current period (i.e., period 0), E(Ci,J = expected 
cash flows for firm i in period t, and E(ri) = expected return for firm i. 
The value of the firm is inversely related to the expected return of its cash 
flows. The greater the risk associated with a firm's cash flows, the greater the return 
expected by security holders. 
Assuming the present value of expected earnings equals the present value of 
expected cash flows, which requires zero expected net investment by the firm? the 
value of the firm can be written as the present value of the firm's future expected 
s Zero expected net investment means that the present value of future investment 
that is needed to achieve future operating cash flows equals the present value of future 
depreciation. See Fama and Miller (1972, pp. 86-97). 
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earnings: 
(2) 
where, E(A;,J = expected accounting earnings for firm i in period t. 
Under the assumption that earnings follow a random walk process, the best 
expectation of future periods' earnings is the current period's earnings. 6 Equation (2) 
can be shown as follows: 
(3) 
Equation (3) can be rewritten as: 
Pi.0 = (1 + 1/E(r))~0 (4) 
Therefore, one dollar of earnings is ·capitalized by the market as one dollar 
plus the present value of one dollar each period for an infinite number of periods. 
Notice that in this valuation model all of the firm's earnings are discounted by the 
same amount,· E(r;). In other words., the riskiness of earnings is not allowed to vary 
across the firm's operations. As stated previously, it is highly likely that the riskiness 
of earnings differs across firms' foreign operations. Extending the earnings 
capitalization model to allow for risk to vary across segments, firm value can be 
written as the sum of each geographic segment's current earnings discounted by the 
6 The literature commonly refers to the assumption of earnings following a random 
walk as earnings being permanent. 
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appropriate expected return ( or risk level): 
Pi,O = (1 + 1/E(ri,1))t\,0,1 +(1 + 1/E(ri,2))~.o.2 + ... +(1: 1/E(ri,n))t\o,n (5) 
where, Ai,o,n = current accounting earnings for segment n and E(ri,n) = expected return 
of segment n. 
If the level of risk does not vary across geographic segments, then equation (5) 
collapses back to equation (4). That is, only consolidated earnings need be known 
because the market would value the earnings of all geographic segments equally. 
However, if risk levels differ among geographic segments, then expected earnings 
should be discounted by the appropriate risk factor. In this latter case, disclosure of 
geographic segment earnings should allow investors to more precisely value the firm 
than would disclosure of consolidated earnings alone. If disclosures of geographic 
segments are used, then the market should differentially value geographic segment 
earnings since the risks and returns of operating abroad vary according to geographic 
area.7 
3.2 Geographic Segment Earnings, Beta, and Risk-Adjusted Stock Returns 
The second objective of this dissertation is to determine whether accounting 
7 An additional reason that the market may value the earnings of geographic 
segments differently is because the persistence of earnings differs across segments. In 
equation (5) earnings for all geographic segments are assumed to be equally persistent 
(i.e., follow a random walk). It is likely that the earnings differ in persistence across 
segments and are therefore less (more) persistent than a random walk causing current 
earnings to be valued less (more) by the market. The persistence of earnings across 
geographic segment is not formerly incorporated into the models but is considered 
when discussing the results. 
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measures of beta and risk-adjusted return, generated using geographic segment 
earnings disclosures, correspond to stock return measures of beta and risk-adjusted 
return. Finding an association would indicate that geographic segment disclosures 
provide useful information for assessing securities' risks as well as returns for those 
given levels of risk. This section develops an 'international' version of the familiar 
market model to model the returns-generation process of multinational firms' 
securities. As shown below, geographic segment earnings are expected to be related 
to beta and risk-adjusted stock returns when the returns on the foreign and domestic 
operations are not perfectly related and/ or when the level of systematic risk of 
domestic operations differs from the level of systematic risk of foreign operations. 
One of the most general models of the security returns-generation process is 
Sharpe's (1963) market model: 
(6) 
where, R;,t is the return of security i in period t, ~.t is the return of the market 
portfolio in period t, 6i = cov(R;, ~/var(~ is the beta of security i, fio.i is a 
constant and E\t is a normally distributed error term with zero mean. 
However, as pointed out by Roll ( 1977), it is not possible to directly test the 
market model because of the infeasibility of precisely measuring the return of the 
market portfolio. 8 Instead, researchers have relied on imperfect measures for the 
8 Roll ( 1977) argues that the only way to test the theory that stock returns are a 
linear function of systematic risk is to know the exact composition of the true market 
portfolio, and it is impossible to include all individual assets in the portfolio. 
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return of the market portfolio. The traditional proxy consists of the return of a large 
portfolio of stocks listed on domestic stock exchanges (e.g., NYSE equally-weighted 
return, NYSE value-weighted return, and S&P 500). Thus, the market model has 
traditionally been estimated as: 
(7) 
where, Rn,t is the return of the domestic market portfolio in period t and 6; is the . 
market risk of security i with respect to the domestic market portfolio. As shown 
below, this model will not accurately portray the returns-generation process of 
multinational firms which operate in foreign markets that are not perfectly related to 
the domestic market and/or which have a different level of domestic market risk than 
foreign market risk. 
If the return of any large, domestic portfolio of stocks (e.g., NYSE) were a 
good proxy for the return of the entire market portfolio, then returns of securities 
from around the world should be priced according to their comovement with this 
domestic market portfolio. Empirically, this is not the case. Jacquillat and Solnik 
(1978) estimate the traditional (domestic) market model and a "multi-country" market 
model for firms from nine major countries.9 The multi-country market model 
involves regressing the return of security i on the returns of the market portfolios from 
each of the nine countries whereas the domestic market model regresses the return of 
security i on the return of the respective domestic market portfolio only. Jacquillat 
9 The countries include the United States, the Netherlands, Belgium, Germany, 
Italy, Sweden, France, Switzerland, and the United Kingdom. 
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and Solnik (1978) find that there is very little improvement of the multi-country 
market model over the simpler domestic market model. The domestic market 
portfolio of each country best explains the returns of the firms in the respective 
country. That is, the U.S. market portfolio return best explains the returns for U.S. 
firms' securities, the French market portfolio best explains the returns for French 
firms' securities, and so on.10 This indicates that no domestic market model provides 
a "good" substitute for the entire market model. Instead, the market risk (or beta) 
that domestic securities have with the domestic market portfolio approximates the 
market risk that domestic securities have, relative to other domestic securities, with 
the return of the entire market portfolio. That is, a security whose domestic beta is 
greater (less) than one would indicate a security which has greater (less) market risk 
with the entire market portfolio relative to the other domestic securities. 
Since multinational firms operate in more than one domestic market, the 
traditional domestic market model will not portray the returns-generation process of 
multinational firms' securities. Augmon and Lessard (1977) show that as a firm's 
proportion of foreign sales increases, then its domestic beta decreases while its foreign 
beta increases. This indicates that the domestic portion of the return of a 
multinational firm's security is explained by the market risk of this domestic ~rtion 
relative. to the market risk of other domestic firms. Similarly, the foreign portion of 
the return of a multinational firm's security is explained by the market risk of this 
10 Similar findings have been reported by Solnik (1973) and Lessard (1976). 
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foreign portion relative to the market risk of other foreign firms. 11 However, as will 
be shown below, to the extent that the return of the foreign market portfolio is 
perfectly correlated to the return of the domestic market portfolio, the domestic 
market portfolio also explains the foreign portion of the security return. In contrast, 
if movements in the foreign and domestic stock markets are independent (i.e., 
uncorrelated), then the domestic market portfolio will not explain any of the foreign 
portion of the security return. 
Empirical evidence suggests that movements in the world stock markets are 
relatively independent. Solnik (1991) shows that the average common variance (i.e., 
squared correlation) between the U.S. stock market and 16 other national stock 
markets is less than 20%. 12 The average common variance among the 16 other 
national stock markets is equally low as well. 13 Thus, domestic market portfolios 
will explain only a small amount of the foreign portion of a security's return. 
Accounting for the market risks that multinational firms encounter in both domestic 
and foreign markets, the multi-country market model can be written as follows: 
The return of security i is a weighted average of the security's domestic beta: 
11 Ideally, the return of the foreign market portfolio would be the return of the 
domestic market portfolio of the foreign country in which the multinational firm 
operates. 
12 Solnik (1991) uses monthly returns over the 1971-1986 period. 
13 Similar results have been reported by others. Hunter and Coggin (1990) use 
quarterly returns over the 1970-1986 period and find relatively little correlation among 
national security markets. Their sample of countries closely resembles that of Solnik 
(1991). Errunza (1983) uses monthly returns over the 1976-1980 period and finds 
lower correlation between the securities markets of developing and emerging market 
countries than between the securities markets of developing countries only. 
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~.t = Po,i +XiP~o,t +(1-xJP~F,t +ei,t · (8) 
Jli,», times the return of the domestic market. portfolio and the security's foreign beta, 
Jli,F, times the return of the foreign market portfolio, RF,t· The weight, xi, is 
determined by the proportion of the security's return that is attributable to domestic 
operations. 
The return of the foreign market portfolio can be separated into two 
components, the portion that is perfectly correlated with the domestic market portfolio 
and the portion that is uncorrelated with the domestic market portfolio: 
Rii,t = p 1 + PF.oRo,t + c..>t 
where, fi1 is an intercept term, c..>t is a normally distributed error term with zero mean, 
and ~.» = cov(Ri,, Rn)/var(Rn) is the market risk of the foreign market portfolio with 
the domestic market portfolio. The portion of the return of the foreign market 
portfolio that is correlated with the return of the domestic portfolio equals JlF,» times 
Rn. The uncorrelated portion, U:Ri,,h equals fi1 plus c..>t. 
After separating the return of the foreign market portfolio into its correlated 
and uncorrelated portions, equation (8) can be written as follows: 
{10) 
After rearranging variables in equation (10), equation (11) shows the returns-
generation process of a multinational firm's security and the estimates of the security's 
domestic beta and foreign beta: 
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~t = Po,i +[:KiPi.D +(1-Xi)Pi.FPF.oJRD,t +(1-xJPi.FDRp,t +ei.t · (ll) 
Since researchers traditionally omit the uncorrelated portion of the return of the 
foreign market portfolio (see equation (7)), the estimated beta, s:.o, of security i is a 
weighted average of the firms' domestic market risk and its foreign market risk times 
the market risk of the foreign market with the domestic market: 
(12) 
Note that omitting U:Ri.,t from equation (11) does not bias the estimation of s;,0 
since URF,t and Ro,t are uncorrelated. However, omitting URF,t does cause security i's 
risk-adjusted return · to be measured incorrectly. Subtracting both sides of equation 
(11) by the domestic portion of the return, s:.oRo,t, shows that security i's risk-adjusted 
return is expected to equal s;,F times URF,t: 
(13) 
Where, s:,F = (1-Xi}_lt,F• 
As Sharpe's market model shows (see equation (6)), the expected return of a 
security equals the security's beta times the expected return of the market portfolio. 
Only the nondiversifiable risk (i.e., beta or market risk) of the security is valued in an 
efficient market since any nondiversifiable risk can, by definition, be eliminated by 
holding other assets. Theoretically, the return of any security, less its beta times the 
return of the market portfolio is expected to be zero. However, using only the 
domestic market portfolio as a measure of the entire market portfolio does not 
adequately portray a multinational firm's total market risk, it only portrays the 
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multinational firm's domestic market risk (and the correlated portion of the foreign 
market risk). Therefore, since the market values the total market risk of a security, 
the total return of the multinational firm's security will reflect both domestic and 
foreign market risk, but the estimated beta, using only the domestic market portfolio, 
will reflect only the domestic market risk (and the correlated portion of foreign market 
risk). To the extent that .s;,F times URF,t is nonzero, security i's risk-adjusted return, 
computed using only the return of the domestic market portfolio, is not expected to be 
zero. 
The objective of this dissertation is to determine whether earnings disclosed by 
geographic segment are useful measures of the returns of domestic and foreign 
operations. By substituting the domestic and foreign earnings per share of firm i in 
period t ( divided by beginning of period price), Ei,1, for stock returns in equation ( 11), 
accounting measures of domestic beta, foreign beta, and risk-adjusted return can be 
computed. If disclosures of geographic segment earnings are useful, then accounting 
measures of beta and risk-adjusted return should correspond to the stock return 
measures of beta and risk-adjusted return. The accounting betas are calculated as 
follows: 
(14) 
where,. a«i,; is an intercept term and u;,1 is a normally distributed error term with zero 
mean. Eo,1 is the sample average of the individual firms' domestic earnings/price 
ratios in period t (i.e., the return of the domestic market portfolio). U8p,1 is the 
portion of the sample average of the individual firms' foreign earnings/price ratios that 
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is uncorrelated with the sample average domestic earnings/price ratio (i.e., the return 
of the portion of the foreign market portfolio uncorrelated with the return of the 
domestic market portfolio). a:.o and a:.F are the estimated domestic and foreign 
accounting betas, respectively. The construction of the variables in equation (14) is 
discussed in more detail in section 4.2. 
Geographic segment earnings are considered useful if the accounting measures 
of beta and risk-adjusted returns are positively related to stock return betas and risk-
adjusted returns. That is, a positive relationship should exist between the estimated 
domestic stock return betas and domestic accounting betas (i.e., a positive relationship 
between 67,o and a7,o), There should also be a positive relationship between risk-
adjusted stock returns and the foreign accounting betas times the uncorrelated foreign 
market earnings (i.e., a positive relationship between R.1 - s;,0 R0 •1 and a;,F UEi,,J. 
4. RESEARCH DESIGN AND STATEMENT OF HYPOTHESES 
4.1 Testing the Use of Geographic Segment Earnings Disclosures to Value Securities 
The first research question addresses whether the market uses disclosures of 
geographic segment earnings to value securities. As discussed earlier, Boatsman, 
Behn, and Patz (1993) relate unexpected returns and unexpected geographic se&ment 
earnings over a 16-day window and find no evidence that disclosures of geographic 
segment earnings are being used. Their methodological approach may have biased the 
results towards understating the use of geographic segment earnings. The use of 
narrow windows may result in measurements which understate the use of geographic 
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segment earnings if narrow windows fail to capture the induced price revision (Lev, 
1989). Since consolidated earnings are known well in advance of geographic segment 
earnings, most of the changes in geographic segment earnings may have been 
anticipated and therefore incorporated into the prices of securities before the beginning 
of the short-window interval. 
Instead of measuring the response of unexpected returns to unexpected 
geographic segment earnings within a short-window period, this dissertation 
investigates the association between geographic segment earnings and security returns 
using (1) long-window associations of returns and earnings (see section 4.1.1) and (2) 
leading-period returns (see section 4.1.2). Both of these methods have been shown to 
enhance the observed statistical relationship between raw returns and the level of, as 
opposed to the change in, consolidated earnings. 
Using the level of earnings instead of the change in earnings to explain security 
returns has been supported both theoretically and empirically. Theoretically, Ohlson 
(1991a,b) and Ohlson and Shroff (1992) argue that the level of earnings is often more 
appropriate than is the change in earnings (both deflated by beginning of period price) 
as a proxy for unexpected earnings. Empirically, Easton and Harris (1991) and Ali 
and Zarowin (1992) use 12-month windows and find support for the earnings _level 
variable in explaining security returns. The advantages of using raw returns and the 
level of earnings in long-window association studies (as in Easton, Harris, and 
Ohlson, 1992) and in leading-period return studies (as in Kothari and Sloan, 1992) are 
discussed below. 
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4.1.1 Long-Window Association of Returns and·Earnings 
Empirically, (unexpected) earnings have been able to explain very little about 
variations in security prices. Most earnings/returns studies find explanatory power 
(i.e., R2) of less than 10%. Bernard (1989) and Lev (1989) note that these findings 
are robust across different estimation techniques. Thus, the problem of low 
explanatory power is unlikely to be econometric in nature. One reason for the low 
correlation . between earnings and returns may be that of timing. That is, value 
relevant events may be captured in the current period's security return but not in the 
current period's earnings, or value relevant events occur prior to the return interval 
which are recognized in the current period's earnings. As the interval over which the 
returns are measured increases, these two types of errors should become less 
important. By definition, if the return interval matches the life of the firm, then there 
will be no timing differences between earnings and returns. 
Easton, Harris, and Ohlson (1992) investigate the relationship between earnings 
and returns over long periods and find a considerable increase in the ability of 
earnings to explain returns. 14 Earnings appear to provide a better approximation of 
cash flows as the length of the measurement window increases. Easton, Harris, and 
Ohlson (1992) conclude that the explanatory power provided by using long-window 
associations of earnings and returns can facilitate the understanding of how the various 
14 Easton, Harris, and Ohlson (1992) regress 10-,5-,2-, and 1-year returns on 
cumulative 10-,5-,2-, and 1-year earnings, respectively, and find that earnings explain 
approximately 63 % , 33 % , 15 % , and 5 % of returns, respectively. 
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components of earnings contribute to explaining returns. 15 The components of 
earnings can be separated into geographic segment earnings. The appendix 
analytically incorporates geographic segment earnings into the long-window 
returns/earnings model of Easton, Harris, and Ohlson (1992). The model that will be 
used to estimate the long-window association of returns and geographic segment 
earnings (hereafter referred to as the cumulative return/earnings model) is shown 
below: 16 
D N F 
R (X + R ~ + ~ R n,t,t-'f +e 
~'t,t-'f Pt p LJ Pn p t-'f 
t-t n=2 t-'f 
(15) 
where, 
R.-T = (P1 + I;;=1di,1-T - P1-T)IP1-T = total buy and hold returns for period (t, t - r), 
tli.t-T = dividends paid for period (t, t - r), 
P1_T = security price at the beginning of the return interval, 
D1,t-T = cumulative domestic earnings for period (t, t - r), 
Fn,t,t-T = cumulative foreign earnings of segment n for period (t, t - r), 
a = intercept term to capture omitted factors, 
61 = domestic earnings coefficient, 
flu = earnings coefficient for foreign segment n, 
15 Ramesh and Thiagarajan (1993) state that the ability of earnings cumulated over 
several years to explain cumulative returns is due to cumulative earnings proxying for 
permanent earnings. 
16 Firm subscripts are omitted to simplify the notation. 
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€1 t-T = random disturbance term, and 
7 = 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 years. 
Equation (15) regresses the firm's buy and hold return for period (t, t - 7) on 
cumulative geographic segment earnings ( deflated by market value at the beginning of 
the return interval) for period (t, t - 7). Earnings are separated into domestic earnings 
for period (t, t - 7) and earnings for each foreign segment disclosed by firms for 
period (t, t - 7). The foreign segments include geographic segments that are disclosed 
often enough to warrant inclusion in the model. 
For example, the regressors in equation (15) might be Dom (domestic 
earnings), As/Pc (Asia/Pacific earnings), Eur (Europe earnings), GB (Great Britain 
earnings), Can (Canada earnings), SA/Mx (South America/Mexico earnings), and For 
(other foreign geographic segment earnings). For, say, a three-year return interval, 
the regression model is estimated as follows: 
Dom. A ... mc Eur GB I\ A. -.,t-3 A. r>..>/.I.. t,t-3 A. t,t-3 A. t,t-3 = a+.., +., +.., +.., 
t-3 1 p . 2 · p 3 p 4 p 
t-3 t-3 t-3 t-3 
C'san SA.IMY For 
+ A. ----i,t-3 + J3 £-, u-"t,t-3 + p t,t-3 + € 
t'5 p 6 p 7 p t-3 
t-3 t-3 t-3 
(16) 
A firm that discloses geographic earnings in a domestic segment, Canada 
segment, and South Africa segment would assign the cumulative earnings over the past 
three years in the domestic segment to the Dom regressor, in the Canada segment to 
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the Can regressor, and in the South Africa segment to the For regressor. 11 Earnings 
of zero would be assigned to the AS/PC, EUR, GB, and SA/MX regressors. For 
each observation the dependent variable is the buy and hold security return over the 
past three years. 
Preferably, equation (15) would be estimated using firm-specific time-series 
regressions. Returns are likely to vary more by firm than for firms over time. 
However, estimating equation (15) using firm-specific time-series regressions may 
produce unreliable estimates due to the limited number of firm-specific observations. 
This occurs because geographic segment disclosures have been required only since 
1977 and because firms often change geographic segment definitions. Instead, 
equation (15) is estimated using a pooled cross-sectional time-series regression 
approach. 
4.1.2 Leading-period Returns 
A topic that has recently received a considerable amount of attention in 
financial accounting research is the relationship between the time-series properties of 
earnings and the magnitude of the earnings coefficient estimated from regressing 
returns on earnings. 18 Time-series properties of annual earnings suggest that fµ'ms' 
11 The For regressor acts as a "catch-all" variable to account for the earnings of 
foreign geographic segments that are not reported commonly enough to warrant an 
individual regressor. 
18 The estimated earnings coefficient is commonly referred to as the earning 
response coefficient (ERC). To make clear the purpose of the proposed study, the 
word "response" is excluded since the proposed study addresses the "association" 
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earnings are largely permanent, which indicates that the estimated earnings coefficient 
is predicted to be about (1 + 1/r) where r is the expected return of the firm's 
equity.19 For example, a regression of the current year's security return on the 
current year's earnings for a firm that has an expected return equal to 10% should 
yield an estimated earning coefficient of 11. The estimated earnings coefficient in 
many studies are far below the predicted values. Using time-series models to compute 
expected earnings, Penman (1990) estimates the earnings coefficient to be .894, 
Kormendi and Lipe ( 1987) find a median coefficient of 2. 5, and Ali and Zarowin 
(1992) report a median coefficient of 1.59. Kothari and Sloan (1992) show that a 
regression of returns on changes in earnings biases estimated earnings coefficient 
towards zero and that this bias can be mitigated by including leading-period returns in 
the estimation of earnings coefficients. Using leading-period returns, Kothari and 
Sloan (1992) estimate the average earnings coefficient to be 5.45, which is much 
closer to the theoretically-predicted value. 20 
Leading-period returns decrease the bias in the estimated earnings coefficients 
in the following way. If price changes contain information about future earnings 
changes, which are not indicated by past earnings series, then price changes lead 
between returns and earnings rather than the "response" of unexpected returns to 
unexpected earnings. 
19 See section 3 .1. 
20 Kothari and Sloan (1992) use the average realized annual return of 17.15% on 
the CRSP equal-weighted portfolio from 1926-88 as a proxy for the expected return. 
For r = 17 .15 % , the average earnings coefficient is predicted to be 6. 83. 
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earnings changes.21 The market's earnings expectations are based on a richer set of 
information than the past time-series of earnings. Properties of generally accepted 
accounting principles such as conservatism, objectivity, and verifiability limit the 
ability of earnings to reflect the market's revision in expectation of future net cash 
flows (e.g., long-term sales contracts, research and development, gain contingencies, 
and so on). Therefore, regressing returns on changes in earnings biases the estimated 
earnings coefficient towards zero. Given that price changes lead earnings changes, the 
earnings forecast embedded in security prices can be exploited by regressing leading-
period returns on current earnings. Therefore, regressing leading-period returns on 
earnings causes the estimated earnings coefficient to be closer to the magnitude 
suggested by the time-series properties of earnings (i.e., random walk). The leading-
period returns model that will be estimated is: 
D N F 
"R = cx+A. _t +~A ~+e 
~'t,t-T t'l p L- t'n p t 
t-T n=2 t-t 
(17) 
where, 
Ri.1_1 = P/P1_1 = one plus buy-and-hold return, with dividends, in period (t - r, t),22 
P1_1 = security price at the beginning of the leading-period return interval, 
D1 = domestic earnings for period t, 
21 The phenomenon of "prices leading earnings" has been recognized previously in 
the literature [see Ball and Brown (1968), Beaver, Lambert, and Morse (1980), 
Brown, Foster, and Noreen (1985), Collins Kothari, and Rayburn (1987), Freeman 
(1987), and Collins and Kothari (1989)]. 
22 This form of raw return is used to be consistent with Kothari and Sloan ( 1992). 
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F n,t = foreign earnings of segment n for period t, 
a = intercept term to capture omitted factors, 
flo = domestic earnings coefficient, 
fin = earnings coefficient for foreign segment n, 
"'t = random disturbance term, and 
7 = 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 years. 
Equation (17) regresses one plus the firm's buy-and-hold security return for 
period (t-7,t) on current geographic segment earnings (deflated by market value at the 
beginning of the return interval) for period t. With 7= 1 equation (17) reduces to the 
usual regression of returns for period t on geographic segment earnings for period t. 
With 7=2 equation (17) regresses one plus the buy-and-hold return, computed over 
the interval extending from the end of the current period t to 24 months back (i.e., t-
2), on geographic segment earnings for the current period t only. The earnings 
variables are separated into domestic earnings for period t and earnings for each 
foreign segment disclosed by firms for period t. Equation ( 17) uses the same foreign 
segments and is estimated essentially in the same way as equation (15). 
4.1.3 Statement of Hypothesis 1 
Taking as given that risks and returns of operating abroad vary according to 
geographic area, the first hypothesis to be tested is whether current geographic 
disclosure practices are used by the market to value securities. The first hypothesis is 
stated below in the null and alternative forms. 
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Hl0: The estimated earnings coefficients are equal across geographic 
segments (i.e., the market does not value geographic segment earnings 
differently). 
H 1 A: The estimated earnings coefficients are not equal across geographic 
segments (i.e., the market values geographic segment earnings 
differently). 
The standard F-test is used to test the equality of the earnings coefficients 
estimated across geographic segments in both equation (15) and equation (17). If the 
estimated earnings coefficients are significantly different across geographic segments, 
then this difference would suggest that disclosures of geographic segment earnings are 
being used to value securities. 
4.2 Testing the Usefulness of Geographic Segment Earnings in Explaining Beta and 
Risk-Adjusted Stock Returns 
The second research question of this dissertation addresses whether earnings 
disclosed by geographic segment are positively related to the betas and risk-adjusted 
stock returns of multinational firms' securities. Failure to find an association would 
indicate that such disclosures are not useful. To test for this association, each firm's 
beta and risk-adjusted stock return are computed over a five-year period. Next, 
accounting measures of beta and risk-adjusted returns are calculated using geographic 
segment earnings over the same five-year period. To be considered useful, the 
accounting measures of beta and risk-adjusted returns using geographic segment 
earnings should be positively related to the measures of beta and risk-adjusted returns 
using actual stock returns. Details of the empirical tests follow. 
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Securities' betas and risk-adjusted stock returns are computed using the market 
model and monthly stock returns over a five-year period. The NYSE equally-
weighted index is used as a measure of the return of the domestic market portfolio: 
(18) 
Accounting measures of beta and risk-adjusted returns are then calculated using 
firms' disclosures of annual geographic segment earnings over the same five-year 
period. To estimate the accounting betas and risk-adjusted returns, it is first necessary 
to generate the portion of foreign earnings that is uncorrelated with domestic earnings, 
UEi,,t. This is done by regressing the sample average foreign earnings/price ratio, Ei,,0 
in period ton the sample average domestic earnings/price ratio, En,t, in period t: 
Ep,t = « 1 + «p,oEo,t + Vt (19) 
where, a 1 is an intercept term and vt is a normally distributed error term with zero 
mean. The uncorrelated portion of foreign earnings in period t is the intercept plus 
the error term in period t: 
(20) 
Next, the total earnings/price ratio, ~.t, for firm i in period t is regressed on 
the sample average domestic earnings/price ratio and the portion of the sample average 
foreign earnings/price ratio that is not correlated with the sample average domestic 
earnings/price ratio in year t. This generates estimates of a firm's domestic 
accounting beta and foreign accounting beta, a;,0 and a;,F, respectively: 
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(21) 
4. 2 .1 Statement of Hypotheses 2 and 3 
forms. 
The second hypothesis to be tested is stated below in the null and alternative 
H20 : The domestic accounting betas are not related with the domestic stock 
return betas (i.e., a7,o and 67,o are not related). 
H2A: The domestic accounting betas are positively related with the domestic 
stock return betas (i.e., a;,0 and B;,0 are positively related). 
The second hypothesis is tested in two ways. It is first tested by regressing the 
domestic stock return beta on the domestic accounting beta: 
pi.D* =a_ +a1«.*,o +e. . 
,-U 1, 1,t 
(22) 
If a1 is significantly positive, then the null form of the second hypothesis is 
rejected in favor of the alternative hypothesis. This would suggest that disclosures of 
geographic segment earnings are useful in that they allow financial statement users to 
assess the market risk of the firm due to its domestic operations ( and the correlated 
portion of the foreign market risk). 
The second hypothesis is also tested by estimating the relationship betwee~ the 
domestic stock return beta and the domestic and foreign portions of the domestic 
accounting beta. Recall that equation ( 12) shows that the domestic beta equals the 
weighted average of the firm's domestic market risk and its foreign market risk times 
the market risk of the foreign market with the domestic market. Estimates of the 
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domestic market risk, lY:i,n, and foreign market risk, ai,F, are obtained from the 
following equation: 
(23) 
Equation (23) regresses each firm's total earnings/price ratio on the sample 
average domestic earnings/price ratio and the sample average foreign earnings/price 
ratio. Estimates of the market risk of the foreign market with the domestic market, 
aF,n, are obtained from equation (19). The domestic accounting beta can then be 
separated into its domestic and foreign portions (i.e., a;,» = ai,n + ai,F ap,n). The 
second hypothesis is tested by regressing the stock return beta on the domestic portion 
and the foreign portion of the domestic accounting beta: 
Since a:.» = lY:i,n + ai,F aF,n, a1 and a.i are expected to be positive. For 
comparative purposes, the relationship between beta and total accounting beta is also 
estimated.23 Total accounting betas are computed by regressing each firm's total 
earnings/price ratio on the sample average total earnings/price ratio in year t. 
The third hypothesis to be tested is stated below in the null and alternative 
forms. 
23 Others have investigated the association between market betas and total 
accounting betas. Beaver, Kettler, and Scholes (1970) find a significant positive 
correlation between total accounting betas and stock return betas. Other studies 
include Bildersee (1975), Eskew (1979), Elgers (1980), Comiskey, Mulford, and 
Porter (1986), and Ismail and Kim (1989). No previous study has used firms' 
disclosures of domestic and foreign earnings to estimate domestic and foreign 
accounting betas. 
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H30 : Accounting measures of risk-adjusted return are not related to risk-
adjusted stock returns. 
H3 A: Accounting measures of risk-adjusted returns are positively related to 
risk-adjusted stock returns. 
The third hypothesis is tested by regressing risk-adjusted stock returns on the 
accounting measure of risk-adjusted return (i.e., foreign accounting beta times the 
uncorrelated return of the foreign market portfolio): 
(25) 
where, AR; is the five-year average return of security i, ARn is the five-year average 
return of the domestic market portfolio, AUEi,,1 is the five-year average return on the 
uncorrelated foreign market portfolio, and s;,n and a;,F are the stock return beta and 
foreign accounting beta, respectively. The risk-adjusted stock return and the foreign 
accounting return are computed over the same five year period. 24 Beta is estimated 
using the market model and monthly returns. Estimates of AUEi,,1 and a;,F are 
obtained from equations (20) and (21), respectively. Equation (25) is estimated cross-
sectionally for each year and by pooling observations over all years. 25 If b1 is 
significantly positive, then disclosures of geographic segment earnings are deemed 
24 Alternative measures of risk-adjusted security returns were also used. - The 
results obtained from using these alternative measures were not substantively different 
from tbose reported. 
25 Ideally, the variables used in the pooled cross-sectional regression model would 
be adjusted for the risk-free rate of return. However, due to the uncertainty in 
identifying the risk-free rate of return for domestic and foreign earnings this 
adjustment is not possible. Therefore, the results should be viewed with this 
limitation in mind. In the cross-sectional regression models the risk-free rate is cross-
sectionally constant so no adjustment would be needed. 
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useful since they provide financial statement users with information concerning the 
return of a security for its given risk. If b1 is not significantly positive, then such 
disclosures are considered not useful. 
The results of the tests used to examine the second and third hypotheses are 
likely biased toward zero (i.e., against rejection of the null hypotheses). This occurs 
for at least two reasons. First, the accounting measure of the return of the foreign 
market portfolio consists of a wide conglomeration of geographic segment earnings 
across firms. While the sample average earnings per geographic area may be highly 
associated with the return of the market portfolio of that geographic area, this 
relationship will undoubtedly decline as earnings from around the world are combined 
into a single category. Second, domestic and foreign accounting betas are estimated 
with only five annual observations, whereas the stock return betas are estimated with 
60 monthly observations. Using only five annual observations reduces the probability 
of generating an accurate estimate of the systematic covariance of firm i's geographic 
segment earnings with the sample average geographic segment earnings. To control 
for some of the measurement error, portfolio analysis is used. 26 Firms are ranked 
according to their estimated stock return beta and evenly divided into ten portfolios. 
Portfolio one contains firms with the lowest betas and portfolio ten contains firms with 
the highest betas. The averages of the portfolios are then used to estimate the 
relationships among the variables. 
26 Portfolio analysis is commonly used in "beta-type" research (e.g. Black, Jensen, 
and Scholes, 1972; Fama and Macbeth, 1973; Fama and French, 1992; Kothari, 
Shanken, and Sloan, 1995; and many others). 
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5. DATA AND SAMPLE SELECTION 
To be included in this dissertation firms must meet the following criteria: 1) 
geographic segment earnings available on Compustat Business Information File, 2) 
dividend and security price information available from the Center for Research in 
Security Prices (CRSP), 3) incorporated in the U.S., and 4) December 31 year-ends. 
Firms are not required to have complete data and consistent geographic 
segment definitions over the entire time period to be included in the sample. To be 
included as an observation, firms are required to have consistent definitions of 
geographic segments as well as earnings, dividends, and price data for the relevant 
_return interval. 
6.RESULTS 
6.1. Association Between Geographic Segment Earnings and Security Returns 
The first hypothesis addresses whether earnings of geographic segments are 
valued differently by the market. This is done by (1) regressing leading-period stock 
returns on current geographic segment earnings and (2) regressing cumulative stock 
returns on cumulative geographic segment earnings. Evidence of the use of 
geographic segment earnings is found if the earnings coefficients across geo~phic 
segments are statistically different. If the geographic segment earnings coefficients are 
not different, then such disclosures provide no information beyond that provided by 
consolidated earnings and are therefore considered not useful. 
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6.1.1 Model Development and Sample Size 
To estimate these models, it is first necessary to identify the geographic 
segments that will be used as the regressors. Only geographic segments that are 
distinctly defined for a large number of companies can be used as regressors. Using 
only geographic segments that are distinctly defined helps to assign the estimated 
earnings coefficients to particular geographic areas. For example, if a country 
disclosed foreign operations in a Canada/Europe/ Asia segment, then it would be 
difficult to determine to what extent the market values_ Canandian versus European 
versus Asian earnings. If, however, the company were to disclose the earnings of the 
three geographic segments separately, then a better of estimate of the extent to which 
the market differentially values these earnings is attainable. Also, as the number of 
firms disclosing a particular geographic area increases, the more precise and 
generalizable will be the estimated earnings coefficient for that geographic segment. 
The Compustat Business Information File identifies firms' ~eographic segment 
disclosures with up to four two-digit area codes. Continents are identified by the tens 
digit and countries within the continent are identified by the ones digit (see Table 1). 
As an example, suppose a company discloses four geographic segments: Domestic, 
Canada, South America/Mexico, and Europe/ Asia. The domestic segment is cod~ as 
70, the Canada segment is coded as 62, the South America/Mexico segment is coded 
as 50 and 63, and the Asia/Europe segment is coded as 20 and 30. The Compustat 
Business Information File also provides an additional segment which is the total of all 
foreign operations. Continuing the example, the total earnings, sales, and assets of 
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the Canada, South America/Mexico, and Asia/Europe segments would be combined 
into the Total Foreign segment and coded as 98. 
A frequency distribution of geographic segment disclosures in 1992 for all 
firms on the tape is calculated. Five combinations of geographic segments are deemed 
to be reported commonly enough to be included as regressors: Asia/Pacific, Other 
Europe, Great Britain, Canada, and South America/Mexico. Table 2 shows the 
geographic segments included in the geographic-specific regressors. The Number 
column indicates the number of firms that specifically disclosed earnings for that 
particular geographic segment in 1992. The Asia/Pacific segment includes any 
geographic segment that is specific to Asia or to the Pacific or that is a combination of 
Asia and the Pacific. Similarly, the South America/Mexico segment includes any 
geographic segment that is specific to South America or to Mexico or that is a 
combination of South America and Mexico. The Other Europe segment includes all 
firms that have a geographic segment code specific to Europe but not specific to Great 
Britain. 21 In addition to these five, a Domestic segment and an Other Foreign 
segment are also included as regressors. All firms disclose a domestic segment. The 
Other Foreign segment serves to capture the remainder of earnings of each firm not 
included in one of the geographic-specific segments. 
The leading-period returns model is shown below in equation (26) and the 
cumulative returns/earnings model is shown below in equation (27): 
27 A firm which disclosed foreign earnings in, for example, an Asia/Europe 
segment could not be included in the tests since its geographic earnings could not be 
matched with a specific geographic segment. 
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There are two differences between the models. First, the leading-period 
returns model uses one plus the buy-and-hold return and the cumulative 
returns/earnings model uses the buy-and-hold return. This has no effect on the 
estimated earnings coefficients. Second, the leading-period returns model uses current 
geographic segment earnings ( divided by beginning price), whereas the cumulative 
returns/ earnings model uses cumulative geographic segment earnings ( divided by 
beginning price). Even· though the leading-period returns model uses only current 
geographic segment earnings, firms are required to have consistent geographic 
segment disclosures over the entire return interval. Both models are estimated over 
the 1984-1992 period and adjusted for multiplicative heteroskedasticity. Whe!l the 
return intervals are greater than one year (i.e., r > 1), observations will have 
overlapping return intervals causing autocorrelated error terms. Therefore, when the 
return interval exceeds one year, the models are estimated by modeling the residuals 
from the ordinary least squares regressions as a first-order autoregressive process and 
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then ordinary least squares parameters are reestimated using a rho transformation of 
the variables. Rho is the estimated coefficient of regressing ordinary least square 
residuals of the original model on the lag residuals. This method is similar to 
Cochrane and Orcutt ( 1949). 
Before proceeding with formal tests of the first hypothesis, the data are tested 
for influential observations. Boatsman, Behn, and Patz (1993) find evidence that 
geographic segment earnings disclosures are used only when influential observations 
are included. When these observations are omitted, disclosures of geographic segment 
earnings do not appear to be used. To identify influential observations, the leading-
period returns model and the cumulative returns/ earnings model are estimated for 
return intervals ranging from one to five years. Observations that have R-studentized 
residuals of a magnitude greater than 2 ate deemed to be outliers.28 An examination 
of these observations shows that many have very low security prices causing a 
"denominator effect" in the independent variable. Also, many of these firms have 
returns and earnings yields that are over four standard deviations from their respective 
sample means. Elimination of influential observations resulted in approximately 4-5% 
of the usable observations for each model being omitted. Table 3 shows the sample 
sizes for each model for each return interval. Due to the method of detecting ou~iers, 
28 Similar methods of detecting outliers have been employed in this type of 
research (Kothari and Sloan, 1992; Boatsman, Behn, and Patz, 1993). Ruppert and 
Carroll ( 1980) warn that this method of omitting influential observations may result in 
inefficient estimates when heavy-tailed distributions are present. The distributions of 
the error terms from the regression models are tested and generally found not to be 
heavy-tailed. 
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the samples used to estimate the leading-period returns models and the cumulative 
returns/earnings models are not identical but are very similar. 
6.1.2 Descriptive Statistics 
The averages and standard deviations of the variables used to estimate the 
leading-period returns models and the cumulative returns/earnings models are shown 
in Tables 4 and 5, respectively. The averages and standard deviations of both stock 
returns and geographic segment earnings increase monotonically as the return interval 
increases. The correlation matrix for the independent variables used in the one-year 
return interval models is shown in Table 6. Nearly all of the correlations are less than 
.10. Only two correlations are above .20 (South America/Mexico and Other Europe 
(.225), and Domestic and Other Foreign (.296)). The correlation matrices for the 
independent variables used in the five-year leading-period return model and the five-
year cumulative returns/earnings model are shown in Table 7 and Table 8, 
respectively. Once again, nearly all of the correlations among geographic segment 
earnings have magnitudes of less than .10. No correlation for the five-year leading-
period return model has a correlation above .20 and only one correlation is above .20 
for the five-year cumulative returns/earnings model (Asia/Pacific and Great B~itain 
(. 307)). Thus, while a few of the correlation coefficients are somewhat different than 
zero, there appears to be sufficient variation among the independent variables to 
estimate discrete effects. The correlation matrices for the other return intervals are 
similar to those reported. 
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6 .1. 3 Comparison of Estimated Earnings Coefficients with Previous Research 
To determine whether the data are comparable to previous studies, the earnings 
of all geographic segments are combined and the traditional returns/(total) earnings 
model is estimated. Table 9 shows the estimated total earnings coefficients of the 
leading-period returns models for one- to five-year return intervals. Kothari and Sloan 
(1992) estimated the earnings coefficient to be 1.25 for the one-year return interval 
and 4.89 for the four year return interval.29 The estimated earnings coefficients in 
Table 9 follow a similar increasing pattern but are consistently lower than those 
reported by Kothari and Sloan ( 1992). One explanation for the slightly lower 
coefficients may be that Kothari and Sloan (1992) use firms' total earnings whereas 
the results reported in Table 9 are based on total geographic segment earnings, which 
is generally firms' total operating earnings. 
Easton, Harris, and Ohlson ( 1992) regress cumulative stock returns on 
cumulative earnings and report R2s ranging from 5 % for the one-year interval to 33 % 
for the five-year interval: As shown in Table 10, regressing cumulative stock returns 
on cumulative total geographic segment earnings results in a R2 of 1. 7 % for the one-
year return interval and a R2 of 27.2 % for the five-year return interval. As the return 
window increases the estimated coefficients and explanatory power of the ~odel 
increase monotonically. Thus, the results reported here are similar to those· reported 
by Easton, Harris, and Ohlson (1992) with slightly lower R2s, likely because of the 
29 The estimates are from cross-sectional time-series regressions (Kothari and 
Sloan, 1992, p. 160). 
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reason mentioned above. 
Next, earnings coefficients are estimated for domestic earnings and total 
foreign earnings. For the leading-period returns model, the domestic and foreign 
earnings coefficients are significantly different for the two-, three-, and four-year 
return intervals {Table 11). For the cumulative returns/earnings model, the domestic 
and foreign earnings coefficients are significantly different for all return intervals of 
two or more years {Table 12). There is no difference in the domestic and foreign 
earnings coefficient for the one-year return interval. It is also interesting to note that 
for all return intervals, except the one-year interval, the foreign earnings coefficient is 
larger than the domestic earnings coefficient. This indicates that one dollar of foreign 
earnings is valued more by the market than one dollar of domestic earnings.30 
6.1.4 Test of Hypothesis 1 - Differences in Geographic Segment Earnings Coefficients 
Earnings coefficients are estimated based on firms' disclosures of geographic 
segment earnings. Table 13 shows the estimated coefficients of the leading-period 
returns models. The null hypothesis that geographic segment earnings are valued 
equally by the market can be rejected only for the four- and five-year return intervals. 
Table 14 shows the estimated coefficients of the cumulative returns/earnings mod~l for 
the one- to five-year return interval. The null hypothesis is rejected for the three-, 
four-, and five-year return intervals. These results suggest that the market does not 
30 Bodnar and Weintrop ( 1995) using a different database find that foreign earnings 
are valued more by the market than are domestic earnings. They conclude that this 
difference is attributable to the greater growth opportunities abroad. 
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use one-year, or even two-year, geographic segment earnings to value the firm. Only 
when geographic segment earnings are disclosed for three consecutive years or more 
are they used by the market to value the firm. 
An interesting result is the magnitude of the geographic segment earnings 
coefficients for cases when the null hypothesis is rejected. The Asian/Pacific, Europe, 
and Great Brita.in segments generally have coefficients greater than the Domestic 
coefficient. This may be attributable to the greater growth opportunities or lower risk 
that existed in these markets compared to the U.S. market during the 1984-1992 
period. The Canada and Domestic coefficients are similar which reflects the similarity 
in the risks, growth opportunities, and general business conditions of the U.S. and 
Canadian markets. Furthermore, the South America/Mexico segment generally has 
the lowest earnings coefficient indicating that the market values the earnings from 
these markets lowest because of the high risk environment. The South 
America/Mexico coefficient is negative for the leading-period returns model for the 
four- and five-year return intervals indicating that investor may actually penalize 
companies for operating in such volatile environments. 
6.1.5 Sensitivity Analysis 
To examine the stability of the results, cross-sectional regressions are estimated 
for both leading-period return models and cumulative returns/earnings models. As the 
return interval increases, there is a tradeoff between sample size and the explanatory 
power of the model. Therefore, the three-year return interval models are chosen as 
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the cross-sectional models to estimate. Table 15 shows the cross-sectional estimates of 
the three-year leading-period returns model. Geographic segment earnings appear to 
be valued differently in all years except 1989. Table 16 shows the cross-sectional 
estimates of the three-year cumulative returns/earnings model. For this model, 
geographic segment earnings appear to be valued differently for all years except 1990. 
Based on the F-tests, one would conclude that geographic segment earnings are valued 
differently by the market and are therefore used. However, closer examination of 
these results shows that this conclusion should be made with caution. The size and 
sign of the estimated earnings coefficients are unstable. For example, Table 15 shows 
that the earnings of the Canada segment are valued negatively by the market in 1986, 
1990, and 1991, whereas the Canada segment has the second largest earnings 
coefficient in 1989 and 1992. The South America/Mexico segment has the lowest 
earnings coefficient in 1986, 1987, 1988, and 1990 but the highest earnings coefficient 
in 1991 and 1992. Similar inconsistencies are found for the cumulative 
returns/earnings model in Table 16. 
As shown in Table 3, the sample composition changes with each return 
interval. To determine whether the results are sensitive to sample composition, the 
leading-period returns and cumulative returns/earnings models are estimated f~r the 
one-,two-, and three-year return intervals using the firms that have three years of 
consistent geographic segment disclosures. This allows the sample composition to 
remain constant across return intervals. Table 17 shows the estimates of the leading-
period returns models. The geographic segment earnings coefficients are statistically 
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different across geographic segments for the two-year return interval but not for the 
one- or three-year return interval. Table 18 shows the estimates of the cumulative 
returns/earnings models. The geographic segment earnings coefficients are significant 
for all three return intervals. This indicates that the market may only be able to use 
geographic segment disclosures that are disclosed on a consistent basis from year to 
year. However, the same caution mentioned for the cross-sectional regression 
estimates should be applied to the interpretation of these results. Many of the 
coefficients have signs and magnitudes different than what might be expected. For 
example, the domestic earnings coefficients of the leading-period returns model for the 
one- and two-year return intervals are both lower than the respective South 
America/Mexico earnings coefficients. The opposite is true for the three-year return 
interval. The Other Europe earnings coefficient is the third lowest for the one-year 
return interval and it is the second highest for the two- and three-year return intervals. 
These findings make it difficult to conclude that geographic segment earnings are used 
in a consistent manner by market participants to value the firm. 
6.2 Ability of Geographic Segment Earnings to Explain Beta and Risk-Adjusted 
Returns 
The second and third hypotheses address whether disclosures of geographic 
segment earnings are related to beta and risk-adjusted stock returns, respectively. 
Disclosures of geographic segment earnings are considered useful for assessing beta if 
domestic accounting betas, calculated using firms' disclosures of domestic earnings, 
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are positively related to stock return betas (Hypothesis 2). Failure to find a positive 
association would indicate that disclosures of geographic segment earnings are not 
useful. Disclosures of geographic segment earnings are deemed useful for assessing 
risk-adjusted returns if foreign accounting betas times the uncorrelated return of the 
foreign market portfolio, calculated using firms' disclosures of domestic and foreign 
earnings, are positively related to risk-adjusted stock returns (Hypothesis 3). Failure 
to find a positive association would indicate that disclosures of geographic segment 
earnings are not useful. · 
~.2.1 Validating the· Returns-Generation Model 
Before proceeding with formal tests of the hypotheses, the validity of the 
multinational firm's returns-generation model developed in section 3.2 is examined. 
The returns-generation model shows that, in general, as the portion of foreign activity 
increases, then the security's domestic beta will decrease. Similarly, as the portion of 
foreign activity increases, then the security's risk-adjusted return will increase, at least 
when the risk is defined as domestic beta. To examine the validity of the returns-
generation model, firms' percentage of foreign sales is related to beta and risk-
adjusted stock returns. Foreign sales should be a reasonable proxy for the ex~nt · to 
which firm value is generated from foreign activities. These relationships are 
examined using with regressions of individual firm variables and portfolio variables. 
Portfolios are constructed as described in section 4.2.1. The Spearman rank 
correlation is also shown. 
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As Table 19 shows and as expected, a strong negative relationship exists 
between the percentage of foreign sales and beta for all periods. As firms expand 
internationally, the returns of their securities tend to have less comovement with the 
return of the domestic market portfolio (i.e., with the returns of other domestic 
securities). As Table 20 shows and as expected, a strong positive relationship exists 
between the percentage of foreign sales and risk-adjusted returns. The positive 
relationship occurs because securities' returns are based on their total (foreign and 
domestic) market risk while their risk-adjusted returns are adjusted based only on their 
domestic market risk, which causes returns per level of risk to appear greater. Thus, 
there appears to be some validity to the returns-generation model. 31 
6.2.2 Test of Hypothesis 2 - Relationship between Beta and Accounting Beta 
The second hypothesis addresses whether disclosures of geographic segment 
earnings are useful in explaining beta. Firms' accounting betas, based on disclosures 
of geographic segment earnings, are related to their securities' betas. This 
relationship is tested by ( 1) regressing stock return betas on domestic accounting betas 
and (2) regressing stock return betas on the domestic portion and the foreign portion 
of the domestic accounting betas. For comparative purposes, a regression of _stock 
return betas on total accounting betas is estimated. Results of portfolio analysis and 
31 To control for the size effect, the log of total sales was added as a second 
explanatory variable to the regression models used to test the validity of the returns-
generation model. The results, not reported, . show that after controlling for size, the 
percentage of foreign sales continues to significantly explain beta and risk-adjusted 
returns. 
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Spearman rank correlations are also provided. Table 21 shows the relationship 
between beta and domestic accounting beta (Panel A), beta and the domestic portion 
and foreign portion of the domestic accounting beta (Panel B), and beta and the total 
accounting beta (Panel C). 
Panel A shows that, based on the estimated coefficient or rank correlation, the 
estimated relationship between beta and domestic accounting beta is positive for all 
years and significant for all years except 1988 and 1990. When all years are pooled, 
the estimated coefficient is positive and significant at the . 01 level. Panel B shows 
that the estimated relationship between beta and the domestic and foreign portions of 
the domestic accounting betas is positive in each year. The domestic portion is 
significant for all years. The foreign portion is significant at the .10 level or better 
for two of the five years. Although not shown in Table 21, the foreign portion is 
significant at the .15 level or better for all years. From these results one may be able 
to conclude that disclosures of geographic segment earnings are useful. However, 
Panel C shows the estimated relationship between beta and total accounting beta. 
Note that the estimated relationship between beta and total accounting beta is quite 
similar to the estimated relationship between beta and the domestic accounting beta, 
which suggests that disclosure of geographic segment earnings are not more ~seful 
than disclosures of consolidated earnings, at least for explaining beta. 
The examination of the relationship between beta and accounting betas is 
repeated using portfolio analysis. As shown in Table 22, the portfolio analysis 
appears to correct for much of the measurement error in beta estimation. The 
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estimated coefficients and t statistics are greatly increased. Also, the rank correlation 
between beta and the domestic accounting beta is .988 when all years are pooled. 
However, the basic conclusions remain unchanged. The relationship between beta and 
domestic accounting beta is positive and significant for all years except 1988. 
However, the relationship between beta and domestic accounting beta is not more 
significant than the relationship between beta and total accounting beta. As stated 
above, disclosure of domestic and foreign earnings provides no incremental 
information beyond disclosure of consolidated earnings for assessing beta, which 
suggests that geographic segment earnings disclosures are not useful. 
To formally test whether the domestic accounting beta provides any 
incremental information beyond that provided by the total accounting beta for 
explaining the domestic stock return beta, a multivariate regression model is estimated 
with the stock return beta as the dependent variable and the domestic accounting beta 
and the total accounting beta as the independent variables. If the estimated coefficient 
of the domestic accounting beta is significantly positive once controlling for the total 
accounting beta, then this would indicate that disclosures of geographic segment 
earnings are useful. The regression model is estimated for each year and for all years 
pooled. The results, not reported, show that the estimated coefficient of the do~estic 
accounting beta is significantly positive at the .10 level in 1990 only. The coefficient 
is not significant in any other year or for the pooled regression model. This evidence 
suggests that disclosures of geographic segment earnings provide no incremental 
information beyond that provided by consolidated earnings. 
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6.2.2 Test of Hypothesis· 3 - Relationship between Risk-Adjusted Returns and Foreign 
Accounting Returns 
The third hypothesis addresses whether geographic segment disclosures are 
useful in explaining risk-adjusted stock returns. Firms' foreign accounting betas times 
the uncorrelated return of the foreign market portfolio are related to their securities' 
risk-adjusted returns. As explained above, since returns reflect the total market risk of 
a security but the (domestic) beta does not, securities whose foreign beta times the 
uncorrelated foreign market return is positive should have positive risk-adjusted 
returns. The higher the foreign beta times the uncorrelated foreign market return, the 
higher the risk-adjusted return. As show in Table 23, there appears to be almost no 
relationship between risk-adjusted returns and foreign accounting returns. The firm-
specific regressions show that the relationship is significantly positive only in 1991 
and 1992. The portfolio analysis shows that the relationship is significantly positive 
only in 1991. Furthermore, the pooled regression models and ~e rank correlations 
are not significantly positive for either the individual firm analysis or portfolio 
analysis. Therefore, disclosures of geographic segment earnings do not appear to be 
useful in explaining firms' risk-adjusted stock returns. 
7. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 
This dissertation investigates the use of geographic segment earnings, as 
disclosed by multinational firms, in valuing securities as well as the usefulness of 
geographic segment earnings disclosures in explaining beta and risk-adjusted stock 
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returns. The use of geographic segment earnings disclosures to value securities is 
tested by regressing leading-period stock returns on current geographic segment 
earnings and by regressing cumulative stock returns on cumulative geographic segment 
earnings. Both types of models are tested using one- to five-year return intervals. 
Evidence of use is found if the market values the earnings of the various geographic 
segments differently. The results provide some support that geographic segment 
earnings are used by the market to value securities. However, the estimated earnings 
coefficients are cross-sectionally unstable. An additional finding is that disclosures of 
geographic segment earnings are used only when geographic segments are consistently 
defined for at least three years. 
The usefulness of geographic segment earnings in explaining beta and risk-
adjusted returns is tested by relating firms' stock return betas and risk-adjusted stock 
returns to their accounting measures of beta and risk-adjusted returns, calculated using 
disclosures of geographic segment earnings. Evidence of usefulness is found if 
domestic accounting betas are positively related to stock return betas and if foreign 
accounting betas times the uncorrelated foreign market portfolio are positively related 
to risk-adjusted stock returns. An international version of the familiar market model 
is developed to model the returns-generation process of multinational firms' secu~ties. 
The results suggest that firms' domestic accounting betas are positively related to their 
stock return betas. However, the strength of this relationship is not more significant 
than the strength of the relationship between firms' total accounting betas and stock 
return betas. Thus, geographic segment earnings provide no incremental information 
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beyond total earnings in explaining beta. No relationship between firms' risk-adjusted 
stock returns and accounting measures of risk-adjusted returns is found. 
The results of this dissertation are largely consistent with prior research and the 
complaints by the financial community. Prior research provides very modest, if any, 
evidence of the usefulness of disclosures of geographic segment earnings. In addition, 
the financial community lists current segment disclosures as the most repeated 
shortcoming of financial reporting and disclosures, stating that such disclosures are 
inadequate.32 The results of this dissertation support those views and suggest that 
current disclosures practices are inadequate and that standard setters should revise 
current geographic segment disclosure standards. 
8. LIMITATIONS 
This dissertation does not compare the costs of providing geographic segment 
disclosures against their benefits (e.g., decision usefulness). Many firms argue that 
the costs of compiling, processing, and disseminating geographic segment information 
exceed the benefits, and disclosing proprietary information can lead to competitive 
disadvantages. Standard setters must consider not only the benefits of geographic 
segment disclosures but also their costs. 
Another limitation is the inconsistencies in the level of profits disclosed ~cross 
firms. Boatsman, Behn, and Patz (1993) find that 70% of the firms in their sample 
define profits as operating profit, 14 % as net income before taxes, and 9 % as net 
income. Thus, the relationship between earnings and returns is evaluated at different 
32 See section 1.1. 
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·levels across firms. The effects of other revenues and expenses, taxes, discontinued 
operations, extraordinary items, and accounting changes will be included in the 
earnings variable of some firms and not others. However, disclosing profits at the 
operating profit level may decrease the noise in earnings by reducing the effects of 
common cost allocations and management manipulation. 
The conclusions of this dissertation are also limited by the traditional joint 
hypothesis problem. Testing the use of geographic segment earnings to value 
securities is a joint hypothesis of the usefulness of geographic segment earnings 
disclosures and the validity of the earnings capitalization model. Similarly, testing the 
usefulness of the geographic segment earnings in explaining beta and risk-adjusted 
returns is a joint hypothesis of the usefulness of geographic segment earnings 
disclosures and the validity of the international market model. 
9. FUTURE RESEARCH 
Because of the scarce amount of empirical research in the area of geographic 
segment disclosures, especially in the area of stock market studies, several possible 
avenues for future research exist. One avenue for future research would be to split 
firms according to industry membership. Biddle and Seow (1991) show th~t the 
estimated earnings coefficient of regressing returns on earnings is dependent upon 
industry membership. In this dissertation, the estimated earnings coefficients represent 
the average coefficient across all firms. The estimated earnings coefficient on, say, 
the Canadian segment may be greater than that of the domestic segment for firms in 
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certain industries but not for firms in other industries. In this case, the average 
earnings ·coefficient on the Canadian segment may equal the average earnings 
coefficient on the domestic segment. Failure to control for the industry effect would 
mistakenly indicate that market participants do not differently value domestic and 
Canadian earnings. However, controlling for the effect of industry membership would 
provide a different conclusion. Also, showing that the estimated earnings coefficient 
of the Canadian segment differs across industry would provide evidence in favor of 
requiring firms to disclose industry and geographic information in a matrix format 
rather than separately (Radebaugh, 1987). 
Another possibility for future research would be to investigate the amount of 
incremental information that disclosures of earnings by geographic segment provide in 
addition to disclosures of earnings by line of business segment. If certain countries 
concentrate on different mixes of industries, then the diversification gains of 
expanding internationally may be more attributable to industry diversification than to 
geographic diversification. 
Two major criticisms of current geographic segment disclosure practices are ( 1) 
failure to disclose geographic segment data by country instead of by continent or 
globally and (2) failure to consistently define geographic segments over time. Firms 
that provide highly aggregated geographic data and/ or firms that often change their 
definitions of geographic segments may make it more difficult for the market to 
determine the risks and returns of foreign operations. One way to investigate this 
would be to stratify the sample of multinational firms based on the "quality" of the 
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geographic segment disclosures, where quality is defined in terms of the level of 
disaggregation and the consistency in defining segments over time. The geographic 
segment earnings of firms that provide higher quality disclosures should have a higher 
association with security returns and beta. 
Another major criticism of current geographic segment disclosure practices is 
the lack of interim reporting. Only a small number of firms provide geographic 
segment information in quarterly reports. As discussed in section 4.2, estimating 
accounting betas with only five annual observations does not provide a precise 
measure of the covariability of the firm's earnings with the other firms' earnings. 
However, if firms were to disclose quarterly geographic segment earnings, then the 
number of observations in a five-year period would increase to twenty. Thus, a more 
precise measure of the firm's domestic and foreign accounting betas . would be 
obtainable with disclosures of quarterly information. Firms that disclose quarterly 
geographic segment earnings should have accounting betas that are more highly 
associated with stock return betas than would firms that disclose only annual 
geographic segment earnings. This test would provide evidence as to whether firms 
should be required to disclose geographic segment information on a quarterly basis. 
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APPENDIX 
The appendix incorporates geographic segment earnings into the Easton, Harris, and 
Ohlson (1992) model which outlines the intuition behind aggregate earnings explaining 
aggregate market returns. 
The following notation is used to relate a firm's earnings to its market performance 
for a general return interval, (0, T): 
Pt = the firm's market value at date t, 
<lt = dividends paid at date t, 
R. = (Pt + <lt - Pt_,)/Pt-1 = market return for the (t-1,t) period, 
Xt = earnings for the (t-1,t) period, 
BVt = book value of equity at date t, 
& = goodwill at date t, 
Ilp = one plus the risk-free rate of return. 
Additionally, firm j subscripts are deleted to simplify the notation, firm-specific 
variables are on an adjusted per-share basis, and the term structure of interest rates is 
assume to be flat and nonstochastic. 
Assuming that dividends are invested in the risk-free asset, the market return for the 
period (0, T) is 
where 
FVST is the total amount an investor can withdraw at date T due to the payment and 
subsequent investment of dividends in the risk-free asset. 
where 
and 
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FVFT represents the earnings due to investment of dividends. (AXT + FVFT) is the 
earnings that would have been earned by the firm had it not paid any dividends and 
instead retained this cash to invest in the risk-free asset. 
Now let the difference between the market value of equity at date t and the book value 
of equity at date t be defined as 'goodwill' . Thus, 
But in general, 
This implies 
Combining the relations and dividing by market value at time O yields 
Therefore, changes in goodwill capture the measurement error in aggregate earnings. 
In Jong return intervals the variation in the earnings variable should overwhelm the 
variation in the goodwill variable. 
Total earnings can easily be decomposed into n segment earnings 
Aggregate earnings can then be written as the aggregate earnings of n segments 
Substituting aggregate segment earnings into the above relations yields 
Easton, Harris, and Ohlson ( 1992) show empirically that the effect of different interest 
rates is insignificant even for ~ = 1. Therefore, the model to be used is 
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TABLES 
Table 1 
Geographic area codes and their designations as listed on the Compustat Business 
Information File 
Geographic 
Designation Area Code 
Africa 10 
South Africa 11 
Asia 20 
Japan 21 
Phillipines 22 
Middle East 23 
Europe 30 
Great Britain 31 
France 32 
Germany 33 
Pacific 40 
Australia 41 
South America 50 
Brazil 51 
North America 60 
United States• 61 
Canada 62 
Mexico 63 
Domestic 70 
Total Foreign 98 
Foreign 99 
a The "United States" designation only applies to foreign companies that disclose the 
U.S. as one of their geographic segments. It is the "Domestic" segment that is used 
to classify U.S. firms' U.S. operations. 
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Table 2 
Geographic composition of the regressors used to estimate the leading-period returns 
and cumulative returns/earnings models and the cross-sectional frequency of disclosure 
in 1992. 
Regressor Reported Geographic Segment code(s) Number 
Asia/Pacific Asia 20 13 
Japan 21 2 
Middle East 23 4 
Asia/Japan/Phillipines 20/21/22 1 
Pacific 40 3 
Australia 41 9 
Pacific/ Australia 40/41 1 
Asia/Pacific 20/40 12 
Asia/ Australia 20/41 2 
47 
Other Europe Europe 30 71 
France 32 1 
Germany 33 4 
Europe/France 30/32 1 
Europe/Germany 30/33 2 
France/Germany 32/33 1 
Europe/France/Germany 30/32/33 3 
Europe/GB/France/Ger 30/31/32/33 40 
123 
Great Britain Great Britain 31 26 
Europe/Great Britain 30/31 20 
46 
Canada Canada 62 72 
South South America 50 7 
America/Mexico Brazil 51 6 
Mexico 63 4 
South America/Mexico 50/63 5 
S. America/Brazil/Mexico 50/51/63 5 
27 
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Table 3 
Sample size for each model for each return interval. 
Total 
Return Interval Samplea Modelb Outliersc 
1-year 1877 Leading 80 
Cumulative 80 
2-year 1316 Leading 53 
Cumulative 52 
3-year 917 Leading 35 
Cumulative 36 
4-year 640 Leading 19 
Cumulative 23 
5-year 428 Leading 23 
Cumulative 24 
Final Sampled 
1797 
1797 
1263 
1264 
882 
881 
621 
617 
405 
404 
a The total sample is all firm-year observations that have all necessary price and 
earnings data available. 
b "Leading" is the leading-period returns model and "Cumulative" is the cumulative 
earnings/returns model. 
c Outliers were identified as observations that had R-studentized residuals of a 
magnitude greater than two. 
d The final sample equals the total sample less the .omitted outliers. 
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Table 4 
Averages (standard deviations) for leading-period stock returns and current geographic 
segment earnings divided by beginning price. 
Return Interval 
Variables 7=la 7=2 7=3 7=4 7=5 
N 1797 1263 882 621 405 
Returns 1.1327 1.2967 1.4492 1.6254 1.8214 
(.2626) (.4663) (.6111) (.7495) (.9100) 
Domestic .0896 .0932 .0969 .1070 .1118 
(.1813) (.1220) (.1148) (.1166) (.1088) 
Asia/Pacific .0026 .0029 .0031 .0032 .0025 
(.0175) (.0188) (.0206) (.0202) (.0161) 
Other Europe .0118 .0142 .0162 .0212 .0240 
(.0304) (.0384) (.0354) (.0463) (.0527) 
Great Britain .0021 .0027 .0032 .0028 .0031 
(.0167) (.0142) (.0185) (.0142) (.0163) 
Canada .0040 .0046 .0053 .0062 .0075 
(.0165) (.0197) (.0250) (.0304) (.0361) 
S Amer/Mexico .0017 .0017 .0019 .0022 .0023 
(.0097) . (.0083) (.0093) (.0104) (.0106) 
Other Foreign .0205 .0232 .0252 .0291 .0322 
(.0371) (.0403) (.0372) (.0419) (.0448) 
a 7= 1 indicates that the return interval is one year, 7=2 indicates that the return 
interval is two years, and so on. 
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Table 5 
Averages (standard deviations) for cumulative stock returns and cumulative geographic 
segment earnings divided by beginning price. 
Return Interval 
Variables r=l• r=2 r=3 r=4 r=5 
N 1797 1264 881 617 404 
Stock Returns .1327 .2952 .4559 .6182 .8166 
(.2626) (.4583) (.6094) (.7267) (.8844) 
Domestic .0896 .1895 .2858 .4059 .5131 
(.1813) (.2330) (.3143) (.3831) (.4413) 
Asia/Pacific .0026 .0056 .0085 .0112 .0113 
(.0175) (.0341) (.0509) (.0658) (.0674) 
Other Europe .0118 .0274 .0482 .0729 .1011 
(.0304) (.0617) (.0974) (.1392) (.1967) 
Great Britain .0021 .0052 .0084 .0100 .0123 
(.0167) (.0263) (.0391) (.0468) (.0581) 
Canada .0040 .0095 .0167 .0260 .0380 
(.0165) (;0360) (.0629) (.0983) (.1453) 
S Amer/Mexico .0017 .0034 .0053 .0076 .0098 
(.0097) (.0160) (.0237) (.0323) (.0407) 
Other Foreign .0205 .0447 .0721 .1032 .1381 
(.0371) "(.0670) (.1000) (.1382) (.1698) 
• r= 1 indicates that the return interval is one year, r=2 indicates that the return 
interval is two years, and so on. 
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Table 6 
Correlation matrix of current geographic segment earnings divided by beginning 
price (i.e., earnings at time t divided by price at t-1). 
Asia/ Other Great S Amer/ Other 
Pacific Europe Britain Canada Mexico Foreign 
Domestic -.04286 .04982 .19106 .08842 .05423 .29626 
Asia/ 
Pacific -.02875 .12450 -.02783 -.03984 -.03955 
Other 
Europe -.00107 .00287 .22494 -.04118 
Great 
Britain .10962 -.00719 .02934 
Canada .02851 -.09720 
S Amer/ 
Mexico -.00458 
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Table 7 
Correlation matrix of current geographic segment earnings divided by five-year 
leading price (i.e., earnings at time t divided by price at t-5). 
Asia/ Other Great S Amer/ Other 
Pacific Europe Britain Canada Mexico Foreign 
Domestic -.08749 .15444 .03234 .14555 .08580 .16888 
Asia/ 
Pacific .02034 .05804 -.02689 -.03469 -.08794 
Other 
Europe -.07012 .04488 .12474 .03939 
Great 
Britain -.01155 -.04236 -.06270 
Canada .06146 -.00220 
S Amer/ 
Mexico -.09362 
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Table 8 
Correlation matrix of five-year cumulative geographic segment earnings divided by 
five-year leading price (i.e., cumulative earnings of period (t, t-5) divided by price at 
~5). -
Asia/ Other Great S Amer/ Other 
Pacific Europe Britain Canada Mexico Foreign 
Domestic -.09610 .06462 -.03016 .08365 .14960 -.05829 
Asia/ 
Pacific -.01055 .30722 -.03847 -.04110 -.10569 
Other 
Europe -.07984 -.01018 .11034 -.03224 
Great 
Britain -.03304 -.04863 -.07677 
Canada .03113 -.09195 
S Amer/ 
Mexico -.08587 
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Table 9 
Estimated earnings coefficients (t statistics) of regressions of leading-period stock returns 
on current total earnings deflated by beginning price. 
Return Interval 
7=1 7=2 7=3 7=4 7=5 
Total Earnings .275 1.502 2.440 3.509 4.721 
(7.174) (15.717) (16.932) (20.306) (21.667) 
Constant 1.0969 .757 .649 .562 .522 
(133.171) (52.628) (34.144) (24.844) (19.324) 
Adjusted R-Square .017 .171 .275 .433 .559 
Firm-years 1797 1265 882 621 405 
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Table 10 
Estimated earnings coefficients (t statistics) of regressions of cumulative stock returns on 
cumulative total earnings deflated by beginning price. 
Return Interval 
7=1 7=2 7=3 7=4 7=5 
Total Earnings .275 .672 .822 .757 .990 
(7 .174) (12.250) (13.408) (11.508) (13.368) 
Constant .096 .067 .049 .075 .006 
(11.658) (4.729) (2.524) (2.642) (.184) 
Adjusted R-Square .017 .097 .139 .182 .272 
Firm-years 1797 1265 881 617 405 
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Table 11 
Estimated earnings coefficients (t statistics) of regressions of leading-period stock returns 
on current domestic and foreign earnings deflated by beginning price. 
Return Interval 
r=l r=2 r=3 r=4 r=5 
Domestic .282 1.369 1.921 2.9676 4.403 
(6.315) (11.860) (11.005) (13.129) (13.919) 
Foreign .276 1.997 4.019 5.2927 5.294 
(2.517) (7.680) (10.037) (11.360) (11.172) 
Constant 1.095 .749 .623 .52918 .520 
(128.201) (50.804) (32.803) (24.180) (19.219) 
Adjusted R-Square .015 .171 .291 .4423 .558 
F-Test' .002 4.216 19.498 16.397 1.864 
(p-value) (.963) (.040) (.001) (.001) (.172) 
Firm-years 1797 1263 882 621 405 
• The F-Test is a test of the null hypothesis that the domestic earnings coefficient 
equals the foreign earnings coefficient. 
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Table 12 
Estimated earnings coefficients (t statistics) of regressions of cumulative stock returns on 
cumulative domestic and foreign earnings deflated by beginning price. 
Return Interval 
T=l 7=2 T=3 r=4 T=5 
Domestic .282 .601 .655 .540 .672 
(6.315) (9.656) (9.181) (6.800) (7.201) 
Foreign .276 .981 1.443 1.374 1.675 
(2.517) (6.072) (8.720) (10.306) (11.431) 
Constant .095 .057 .020 .045 -.017 
(11.139) (3.793) (.978) (1.587) (-.508) 
Adjusted R-Square · .015 .101 .167 .204 .331 
F-Test' .002 4.357 16.990 25.649 27.870 
(p-value) (.963) (.037) (.001) (.001) (.001) 
Firm-years 1274 1264 881 617 404 
• The F-Test is a test of the null hypothesis that the domestic earnings coefficient 
equals the foreign earnings coefficient. 
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Table 13 
Test of Hypothesis 1 - Estimated earnings coefficients (t statistics) of regressions of 
leading-period stock returns on current geographic segment earnings deflated by beginning 
price. 
Return Interval 
Geographic Segment r=l r=2 r=3 r=4 r=5 
Domestic .273 1.430 2.039 2.945 4.024 
(6.022) (11.783) (12.209) (13.564) (15.863) 
Asia/Pacific .225 2.039 2.423 4.065 7.701 
(.614) (2.813) (2.406) (3.207) (56.199) 
Other Europe .019 1.659 3.734 6.296 6.557 
(.096) (3.519) (5.047) (6.953) (11.457) 
Great Britain 1.042 1.876 2.821 2.697 7.854 
(2.736) (1.892) (1.959) (1.381) (21.697) 
Canada .738 2.293 2.890 3.261 3.903 
(1.843) (2.447) (4.063) (3.737) (5.228) 
South America/ .160 1.665 .102 -2.478 -7.469 
Mexico (.216) (.755) (.031) (-.842) (-2.604) 
Other Foreign .320 2.537 3.486 6.505 6.981 
(1.916) (6.840) (6.277) (9.720) (9.348) 
Constant 1.095 .681 .625 .576 .452 
(127 .921) (48.442) (33.073) (25.295) (20.736) 
Adjusted R-Square .012 .166 .272 .449 .623 
F-Test' 7.823 8.131 9.953 36.481 1029.973 
(p-value) (.251) (.229) (.127) (.001) (.001) 
Firm-years 1797 1263 882 621 405 
a The F-Test is a test of the null hypothesis that the earnings coefficients are equal 
across all seven geographic segments. 
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Table 14 
Test of Hypothesis 1 - Estimated earnings coefficients (t statistics) of regressions of 
cumulative stock returns on cumulative geographic segment earnings deflated by beginning 
price. 
Return Interval 
Geographic Segment r=l r=2 r=3 r=4 r=5 
Domestic .273 .588 .837 .829 .873 
(6.022) (9.468) (11.330) (10.576) (10.478) 
Asia/Pacific .225 .517 1.238 1.609 1.272 
(.614) (1.490) (2.435) (2.584) (3.637) 
Other Europe .019 1.053 1.776 1.716 1.162 
(.096) (3.626) (5.780) (7.111) (6.788) 
Great Britain 1.042 1.035 .948 1.099 1.104 
(2.736) (3.074) (1.430) (1.580) (1.502) 
Canada .738 .817 1.065 .978 1.241 
(1.843) (1.607) (2.544) (4.358) (9.231) 
South America/ .160 .851 .176 1.351 .808 
Mexico (.216) (.818) (.128) (1.174) (.536) 
Other Foreign .320 .823 1.957 1.824 2.104 
(1.916) (3.970) (8.024) (8.681) (8.138) 
Constant .095 .057 -.043 -.053 -.053 
(11.097) (4.137) (-2.304) (-2.097) (-2.005) 
Adjusted R-square .012 .102 .250 .304 .433 
F-Test' 7.823 4.016 23.382 28.049 20.422 
(p-value) (.251) (.675) (.001) (.001) (.002) 
Firm-years 1797 1264 881 617 404 
a The F-Test is a test of the null hypothesis that the earnings coefficients are equal 
across all seven geographic segments. 
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Table 15 
Estimated earnings coefficients (t statistics) of cross-sectional regressions of leading-
period stock returns on current geographic segment earnings deflated by beginning 
price for the subsample of firms having three years of consistent geographic 
segment disclosures. 
Ending year of three-year return interval 
Geographic Segment 1986 1987 1988 1989 
Domestic 3.46 2.05 2.21 2.10 
(17.14) (6.47) (19.47) (3.95) 
Asia/Pacific .41 -.41 -.77 .12 
(.11) (-.24) (-.24) (.08) 
Other Europe 8.41 4.20 4.26 1.92 
(7.96) (4.20) (34.82) (1.44) 
Great Britain 20.00 -1.21 2.75 -.96 
(6.22) (-.70) (9.80) (-.03) 
Canada -.69 2.79 1.52 2.30 
(-2.43) (11.07) (10.20) (1.59) 
S Amer/Mexico -8.53 -2.19 -10.74 .68 
(-2.47) (-.99) (-10.73) (.12) 
Other Foreign 5.97 4.64 3.88 4.30 
(5.43)' (4.32) (18.02) (3.25) 
Constant 1.24 1.13 .96 .85 
(27.08) (17.07) (22.36) (10.48) 
Adjusted R-Square .42 .34 .33 .19 
F-Test' 4543.77 24.81 1327.80 4.62 
(p-value) (.01) (.01) (.01) (.59) 
No. of Firms 95 113 106 110 
• The F-Test is a test of the null hypothesis that the earnings coefficients are equal 
across all seven geographic segments. 
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Table 15 (continued) 
Estimated earnings coefficients (t statistics) of cross-sectional regressions of 
leading-period stock returns on current geographic segment earnings deflated by 
beginning price for the subsample of firms having three years of consistent 
geographic segment disclosures. 
Ending Year of Three Year Return Interval 
Geographic Segment 1990 1991 1992 All 
Domestic 1.49 2.44 2.20 2.04 
(5.29) (6.73) (5.31) (12.21) 
Asia/Pacific 1.11 .10 5.27 2.42 
(6.15) (.06) (5.57) (2.41) 
Other Europe 4.26 7.12 3.18 3.73 
(3.95) (6.60) (2.13) (5.05) 
Great Britain .85 6.34 3.99 2:82 
(1.21) (30.63) (1.36) (1.96) 
Canada -1.33 -0.10 10.96 2.89 
(-3.24) (-.03) (3.02) (4.06) 
S Amer/Mexico -9.22 ·8.86 17.59 .10 
(-3.37) (1.89) (3.05) (0.03) 
Other Foreign 2.44 4.66 1.96 3.49 
(4.10) (4.73) (1.76) (6.28) 
Constant 1.11 .97 1.09 .63 
(.06). (19.36) (19.80) (33.07) 
Adjusted R-Square .03 .31 .18 .27 
F-Test' 143.57 73.12 24.64 9.95 
(p-value) (.01) (.01) (.01) (.13) 
No. of Firms 142 155 161 882 
• The F-Test is a test of the null hypothesis that the earnings coefficients are equal 
across all seven geographic segments. 
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Table 16 
Estimated earnings coefficients (t statistics) of cross-sectional regressions of cumulative 
stock returns on cumulative geographic segment earnings deflated by beginning price for 
the subsample of firms having three years of consistent geographic segment disclosures. 
Ending year of three-year return interval 
Geographic Segment 1986 1987 1988 1989 
Domestic .90 .88 -.03 .02 
(10.28) (8.90) (-.40) (.23) 
Asia/Pacific 1.98 1.27 -1.04 .05 
(.59) (.79) (-1.57) (.25) 
Other Europe 4.49 1.97 1.30 .38 
(4.77) (8.52) (11.49) (1.33) 
Great Britain 3.29 -.49 3.07 -1.01 
(1.15) (-.74) (4.66) (-.49) 
Canada -.63 1.30 .60 .67 
(-1.18) (6.32) (1.93) (1.47) 
S Amer/Mexico .40 .66 1.31 2.82 
(.23) (.21) (1.96) (2.00) 
Other Foreign 2.41 1.73 1.71 2.45 
(4.11) (4.45) (4.78) (5.65) 
Constant .26 .11 .14 .01 
(3.25) (1.84) (2.45) (.01) 
Adjusted R-Square .10 .30 .06 .04 
F-Test' 46.45 46.00 268.55 40.87 
{p-value) (.01) (.01) (.01) (.01) 
No. of Firms 99 115 105 108 
• The F-Test is a test of the null hypothesis that the earnings coefficients are equal 
across all seven geographic segments. 
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Table 16 ( continued) 
Estimated earnings coefficients (t statistics) of cross-sectional regressions of cumulative 
stock returns on cumulative geographic segment earnings deflated by beginning price for 
the subsample of firms having three years of consistent geographic segment disclosures. 
Ending Year of Three-Year Return Interval 
Geographic Segment 1990 1991 1992 all 
Domestic .41 .74 1.15 .84 
(l .96) (4.72) (7.66) (11.33) 
Asia/Pacific .07 .40 2.07 1.24 
(.10) (1.04) (4.61) (2.44) 
Other Europe .64 3.18 1.88 1.78 
(1.29) (5.40) (5.50) (5.78) 
Great Britain .19 .59 .85 .95 
(.17) (.99) (.75) (1.43) 
Canada -.54 .12 -.44 1.07 
(-.66) (.43) (-.55) (2.54) 
S Amer/Mexico -2.41 -1.35 1.88 .18 
(-1.53) (-.97) (1.01) (.13) 
Other Foreign 1.14 1.17 .71 1.96 
(2.63) (2.98) (2.83) (8.02) 
Constant .16 -.03 . -.01 -.04 
(1.63) (-.47) (-.05) (-2.30) 
Adjusted R-Square .05 .07 .05 .25 
F-Test' 9.43 28.67 31.84 23.38 
(p-value) (.15) (.01) (.01) (.01) 
No. of Firms 143 152 159 881 
a The F-Test is a test of the null hypothesis that the earnings coefficients are equal 
across all seven geographic segments. 
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Table 17 
Estimated earnings coefficients (t statistics) of regressions of leading-period 
stock returns on current geographic segment earnings deflated by beginning 
price for the subsample of firms having three years of consistent geographic 
segment disclosures. 
Return Interval 
Geographic Segment 7=l 7=2 7=3 
Domestic · .259 .997 2.039 
(4.268) (7.444) (12.209) 
Asia/Pacific .842 1.974 2.423 
(1.339) (3.368) (2.406) 
Other Europe -.045 3.184 3.734 
(-.156) (5.611) (5.047) 
Great Britain 1.493 4.222 2.821 
(1. 765) (5.819) (1.959) 
Canada .314 4.311 2.890 
(.805) (3.233) (4.063) 
South America/ .768 1.372 .102 
Mexico (.566) (.458) (.034) 
Other .113 2.140 3.485 
Foreign (.448) (4.647) (6.278) 
Constant 1.088 .762 .625 
(85.631) (41.905) (33.073) 
Adjusted R-Square .003 .143 .272 
F-Test' 4.891 36.592 9.953 
(p-value) (.558) (.001) (.127) 
Firm-years 882 882 882 
a The F-Test is a test of the null hypothesis that the earnings coefficients are equal 
across all seven geographic segments. 
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Table 18 
Estimated earnings coefficients (t statistics) of regressions of cumulative 
stock returns on cumulative geographic segment earnings deflated by 
beginning price for the subsample of firms having three years of consistent 
geographic segment disclosures. 
Return Interval 
Geographic Segment r=l r=2 r=3 
Domestic -.005 .269 .837 
(-.132) (5.198) (11.330) 
Asia/Pacific .669 0.604 1.238 
(1.028) (1.531) (2.435) 
Other Europe .148 1.048 1.776 
(.599) (3.601) (5.780) 
Great Britain 2.404 .973 .948 
(3.083) (1.679) (1.430) 
Canada .376 1.128 1.065 
(1.026) (1.971) (2.545) 
South America/ -.191 .559 .176 
Mexico (-.193) (.430) (.128) 
Other Foreign .429 .855 1.957 
(1.633) (3.204) (8.024) 
Constant .100 .109 -.0437 
(8.770) (5.834) (-2.304) 
Adjusted R-Square .022 .003 .250 
F-Test' 13.654 13.270 23.382 
(p-value) (.034) (.001) (.001) 
Firm-years 881 881 881 
• The F-Test is a test of the null hypothesis that the earnings coefficients are equal 
across all seven geographic segments. 
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Table 19 
Estimated coefficients (t statistics) of regressing stock return beta on the percentage 
of foreign sales.a 
Individual Firms 88 
Number of 
Firms 153 
% Foreign -.370 
Sales (-2.868)** 
Rank 
Correlation -.193-
Portfolios 
% Foreign -6.831 
Sales (-9.331)** 
Rank 
Correlation -.709** 
• Significant at the .10 level. 
- Significant at the .01 level. 
89 
158 
-.240 
(-1.924)* 
-.131* 
-4.783 
(-2.916)** 
-.491* 
Year 
90 91 92 All 
159 173 193 836 
-.286 -.196 -.162 -.265 
(-2.094)* (-1.245)* (-.768) (-3.514)** 
-.167* -.131* -.106* -.151** 
-3.987 -2.806 -4.290 -7.086 
-2.703)** -1.491)* (-1.449)* (-3.373)** 
-.624* -.612· -.455* -.855** 
• The level of significance is based on the one-tailed t-test that the estimated 
coefficient is less than zero. 
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Table 20 
Estimated coefficients (t statistics) of regressing risk-adjusted stock return on 
percentage of foreign sales.• 
Year 
Individual Firms 88 89 90 91 92 All 
Number of 
Firms 153 158 159 173 193 836 
% Foreign .013 .016 .016 .012 .003 .011 
Sales (3.011r (4.411r (3.811r (2.956r (.719) (5.168r 
Rank 
Correlation .170* .261- .250- .264- .105* .202-
Portfolios 
% Foreign .062 .055 .085 .021 .060 .080 
Sales (2.442)* (2.048)* (4.218r (l .138) (1.565)* (3.1oor 
Rank 
Correlation .491· .624" .697* .588* .370 .855-
• Significant at the .10 level. 
.. Significant at the . 01 level. 
• The level of significance is based on the one-tailed t-test that the estimated 
coefficient is greater than zero. 
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Table 21 
Test of Hypothesis 2 - Estimated coefficients (t statistics) of regressing stock return 
betas on accounting betas using individual firm variables.• 
Year 
88 89 90 91 92 All 
Number of 
Firms 153 158 159 173 193 836 
Panel A. 
Domestic .012 .014 .006 .008 .025 .015 
Beta (l.264) (l.427)" (.821) (1.296)" (2.471)** (3.403)** 
Rank 
Correlation .026 .113* .091 .174** .192** .116-
Panel B. 
Domestic .013 .014 .019 .010 .023 .014 
Portionb (1.294)" (l.428)" (2.013)" 1.323)" (2.902)** (3.811)** 
Foreign .020 .015 .015 .009 .029 .013 
Portionc (1.111) (1.072) (1.880)" 1.057) (3.076)** (3.449)** 
Panel C. 
Total .015 .018 .009 .012 .041 .022 
Beta (1.261) (l.397)* (.801) (1.293)* (2.556)** (3.610)** 
Rank 
Correlation .053 .140* .082 .176- .191- .127~ 
* Significant at the .10 level. 
** Significant at the . 01 level. 
• The level of significance is based on the one-tailed t-test that the estimated 
coefficient is greater than zero. 
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Table 22 
Test of Hypothesis 2 - Estimated coefficients (t statistics) of regressing stock return 
betas on accounting betas using portfolio variables.• 
Year 
88 89 90 91 92 All 
Panel A. 
Domestic .099 .210 .306 .291 .524 1.255 
Beta (.673) (1.602)* (5.998)** (2.461)* (4.831)** (8.665)** 
Rank 
Correlation .297 .661* .248 .673* .842** .988** 
Panel B. 
Domestic .040 .090 .141 .221 .481 .779 
Portionb (.184) (1.917)* (1.025) (1.449)* (4.503}** (7.425)** 
Foreign .439 .539 .105 .188 .494 .726 
Portionc (1.118) (4.584)** (.751) (1.015) (4.591)** (6.639)** 
Panel C. 
Total .092 .331 .452 .407 .770 1.849 
Beta (.568) (1.744)* (5.909)** (2.434)* (4.844)** (8.583)** 
Rank 
Correlation .576* .576* .261 .672* .842** .903** 
• Significant at the .10 level. 
** Significant at the .01 level. 
• The level of significance is based on the one-tailed t-test that the estimated 
coefficient is greater than zero. 
b The domestic portion of the domestic accounting beta. 
c The foreign portion of the domestic accounting beta (foreign portion plus domestic 
portion equals the domestic beta). 
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Table 23 
Test of Hypothesis 3 - Estimated coefficients (t statistics) of regressing risk-adjusted 
stock returns on foreign accounting return (foreign accounting beta times the return 
of the uncorrelated foreign market portfolio); a 
Year 
Individual Firms 88 89 90 91 92 All 
Number of 
Firms 153 158 159 173 193 836 
Foreign -.005 -.002 -.001 .003 .023 .001 
Return (-1.831) (-.545) (-.038) (3.102)** (15.532)** (.026) 
Rank -.296 -.195 -.070 .072 -.023 -.080 
Correlation 
Portfolios 
Foreign -.002 .004 .011 .017 -.044 .007 
Return (-.367) (.171) (.471) (2.890)** (-.594) (.293) 
Rank 
Correlation -.333 .006 .164 .394 -.152 .261 
• Significant at the .10 level. 
- Significant at the .01 level. 
a The level of significance is based on the one-tailed t-test that the estimated 
coefficient is greater than zero. 
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